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I INTRODUCTION
The Analysis of the Benefitsand Costs of AeronauticalResearchand
Technology (ABC-ART)models have been developedby IIASAfor use in analyzing
the economic feasibilityof applying advancedaeronauticaltechnologyto
future civil aircraft. The methodologyis composedof three major modules:
Fleet AccountingModule, AirframeManufacturerModule, and Air Carrier
I Module.
The Fleet AccountingModule is used to estimatethe number of new
I_ aircraft requiredas a functionof time to meet demand. This estimate
I
is based primarilyupon the expected retirementage of existingaircraft
and the expected ehal.gein revenuepassengermiles demanded. Fuel con-
I sumptionestimatesare also generatedby this module. The Airframe
ManufacturerModule is used to analyze the fessibilltyof manufacturing
'I
the new aircraftdemanded. Themoduleincludeslogic for production
schedulingand for estimatingmanufacturingcosts. For a series of aircraft
: sellingprices, cash flaw_ualyses are performedand rates of returnon
investmentare calculated. The Air CarrierModule providesa tool for
analyzing the financielfeasibilityof an airlinepurchasingand operat-
ing the new aircraft. This module includesa methodologyfor computing
direct and indirectoperatingcosts, performingcash flow analyses,and
estimatingthe internalratesof return on investmentfor a set of aircraft
purchaseprices.
Documentationfor the Fleet Accounting,AirframeManufacturing,and
Air CarrierModules is provided in Sections II, III, and IV, respectively.
The documentationfor each module begins with a descriptionof the =ethodo-
fogy, which includesan explanationof the mathematicalmodel (including
i
.... .,, .... o .............................
equations and assu_ptlons) e_bedded within the program. The implementa-
tion of the mathematical model into computer code is described in the
program logic section of the documentation; this includes flowcharts of
the logical construction and descriptions of the functions of the various
: program routines. Then, a descri_tlon of the input to the _odule is pro-
vided in sufficient detail to enable a user to prepare an input data file.
Finally, examples of the output of the r_oduleare provided, and the varJous
entries in the output are described.
The sample output presented in the documentation of each module is
extracted from a sample run of the ABC-ART models. This sample run is
I
J described in Section V of the report, includin_ Job setup, input data,
and computer resource requirements. The sample problem was run at NASA¢
Ames Research Center on a CDC 7600 computer system.
Additional programmer-orlented documentation is provided in Volume II of
this report, lhis includes definition of common blocks and variables
in Appendix A and listings of the program code, to which comments have
been added, in Appendices C, D, and E. Also included in Appendix B is
a detailed description of the ZETA plotter routines, which are used to
plot results in the Fleet Accounting Module. Th_s portion of the docu-
mentation is valuable for users interested in reading the program or
modifying the code.
The documentation contained in the appendices is designed to meet _he
requirements* for submitting the ABC-ART models to the NASA Computer Soft-
ware }_nagement and Information Center (COSMIC) operated under contract by
"COSMIC Software Submittal Guidelines," Computer Software Management
and Information Center, April 1976.
2
~!_ the InformationServicesDivisionof the Univers!tyof Georgia'sComputer[
i Center. The specific ZOSMIC re<nlrementsare aldr_ssed in AppendLx F. Yheappendices (Volumell) olus a copy of the programare availablefrom COSMIC.
The scope of this researcheffortwas limited to documenting?he
ABC-AKT models as they exist. Code cbanges, programdebugging,and
Justificationof assumptionsor relationshipsembodied in the models
are outside the scope of tha work. With the exceptionof the sample
, problem,which was suppliedby NASA, SRI did no_ exercise the models.
The documentationwas preparedby re_ding the FORTRAN programcode.
The ABC-ART models were originallydevelopedfor applicationwithin
I a specific study. As a resul_, assumptionshave been made in the program
code which constrainits flexibility. In addition,becauseof this ixmited
¢
,_ pasL application,the computerprogram has not been subjectedto a
thoroughseries of debug test runs. Hence, program bug_ can be expected
to be present. In fact, in the course of reading the program code, several
bugs were discoveredan_ correcEed. It is quite likaly that other more
subtle bugs still exist in the code. These generallycan be found only
,J testing the programvia a series of computertest r_ns.
Two steps need to be taken before the ABC-ART programcan reasonably
be expected to be useful in a variety of applications. First, the
progra_ code needs to be made more generaland _±exible. Parametersset
in the code need to be'made user inputs; and assumptionsneed =o be re-
laxed. Ho_t of the requiredreprogrammingis in the Air CarrierModule,
wi_h some in the other two moduels. Second, all modules need to be
subjected to a thorough set of debugging runs.
I II FLEET ACCOUNTING MODL_LE
The function of the Fleet Accounting ,_.oduleis to project fl_at
composition and associated fuel consumption for eech of the 31 years
from 1975 through 2005. The fleet projections are based on the number
of aircraft required to meet t_afflc passenger demand. P._ovisicasare
ma_e in th_ model to account for modJfications of ._a_.tin the fleet.
New aircraft are assumed to be purchased as necessa'ryto replace sircraft
that have reached retirement age or to meet increased traffic L'amand.
Descriptions of the _athema.'icalmodeling methodology, program logic,
input, and output for the Fleet Accour.tingModule follr.w.
; A. Methodologyt
i The aircraft fleet can be arbitrarily div!dad Into as many as three
._arkets. For examp__, aircraft mmght be categorized in markets by stage
"" length of flights, i.e., short, med!um,and lon_ haul market_. For a
given market, the aser must spr_[fy, for each of the 31 years cf _.nalysis,
GROWT_j = grouth rate (in percent) of revenue passenger miles
demanded In year j o_,erthose in the pre_ious yea_
LF. - average load factor for flight.= serving the market
3 in year j
where J = i to .31_.'Ithj = I for 1975.
For a market, up to ten types of aircraft can be treated, including
existing and new aircraft. These aircraft types may be generic types
(e.g., four engin_ narrow-body alrcraf._) ¢r ,,peciflcaircraft tyFes
(e.g., Boeing 747-100). The parameters defining an aircraft type i include:
YINTROi = year of:introduction
SEATS, = averag_ n:unberof seats1
°SPCi - average fuel consumption(in pounds/seatmile)
SPEEDi = average block speed (in miles/hour)
UTILTZi _ average utilization(in hours/year)
LIFETIMi = average aircraft lifetime (in years), i
For aircraft types currentlyin the fleet, a history of buys and
retirementsis required. _is history consistsof the number of aircraft °
bought and retired in each year from 1960 through 1975. _ne methodology
assumes that the fleet as of midyear _epreJentsthe averag_ £!eet
for the year for the purposesof computing fuel consumed,seat miles
flown, etc. Therefore,the history of buys and retirementsmust be
given on a midyear to midyear basis. For example, the aircraftbought
in 1960 are those bought between 1 July 1959 and 30 Jane 1960.
The model provides the capabilityto account for one futuremodification
of each aircraft currentlyin the fleet. The user specifiessuch a
modificationby identifyingthe type of aircraft to be modified and the
year the modificationis to begin. Then the new values of the parameters
for the modified aircraft type are specified,i.e., the he2 values of
number of seats, fuel consumption,block speed, utilization,and nominal
retirementage. The mode! assumes that the modificationsoccur over a
two-yearperiod. Half the aircraftof the designated Lype are
modified in the year specified• The re=mlnlngaircraftare modified in
the followingyear•
In projecting the evolutionof the fleet, the fleet accountingmetho-
dology keeps track of severalmajor quantities. For each of the aircraft
types (up _o i0) defined for a given market, these quantitiesinclude:
6
............. _ ........ °............. • • -.,. ... ._.___,. .......... . .............. . . ,.......... , .._. h_ . °_..-_........ _ --.--I
f
NOBUYS!k - nut.betof aircraft of type i bought in year k
NORETIRIk - number of aircraftof type i retlr=d in year k
POPb"_lj - number of aircraft of type i in the fleet on 30JuneofyearJ
SEATMIij " seat miles flown by each type i aircraft in year J,
I_Si_J - revenue passengermiles flown by each type i aircraftin year J
FUELBRNIj - fuel consumed (in barrels)by each type i aircraftin year J
MARKE%'j - tctal KP,_ demanded in year J
where
k - I to 46 with k - i for i July 1959 to 30 June 1960 and
J = 1 to 31 with J - I for 1975.
The number of aircraft of each type in the base year of 1975 (as
of midyear) is computed from the input 16-yearhistory of aircraft buys
and retirementsas follows:
16
POPULij " k-iS [NOBUYSIk- NORETIRIk] (I)
with j - i. The seat miles flown, revenuepassengermiles £1e_n, and fuel
consumed in the base year by each aircraftof type i are computedas follows:
SEATMIIj - (SFEEDI)(UYILIZI)(SEATSI) (2)
RPMij " (SEATMIIj) (LFj) (-_)
FIW_LBRN!j- (SFCI/281,4)(bEATMIIj) (4)
with j - i. The total number of RP,",sdemanded in the market under consid-
eration in the base year is.given by:
_tA!LKET1 - E [(RP?llj)(POPUL_j)]. (5)i
The values for k - 1 to 16 are the input histories for existingaircraft
types.
For each year of analysisbeyond the base year, the first step in
the methodologyis to :etire those aircraftscheduled to retire. The
number of aircraft retiredof a specifictype in a given year is taken
to be the number bought in a past year, which is determinedby going
back the number of years equal to the input retirementage. The next
step Is to update the characteristicsof those aircraft scheduled for
modification. Characteristicswhich are updated include the number
of seats, speed, utilization,retirementag=, and fuel consumption.
Since it is assumed that modificationsoccur over a two year period, in the
input year of modification,the averageof the o!d and new values of air-
cz ._tcharacteristicsare assumed to hold. In subsequentyears, the new
values hold.
Having retiredand modifiedaircraft in the year of analysis, the
next step is to determineif any new aircraftneed be purchasedto meet
demand. The number of RPMs demanded,MARKETj, for any year j (greater
than I) is computedas follows:
MARKETj= (i.0+ GROWTHj/100)(MARI_Tj_I)• (6)
The number of RPMs suppliedby the fleet without any new aircraft in year J
is computedusing Eqs. (2) and (3) to computeP/Mij for each aircrafttype
i in the year J, and then summing over aircraft types. The difference
between the RPMs demat,ded and those availableis given by:
RPIDIFF=HARKETj- Z [(RPMij)(POPLrLij)]. (7)i
If RPMDIFF is not positive,no new aircraft are purchased. In the
case where RPMDIFF is negative,supply ex:eedsdemand and the average load
factorwill be less than that expected foc the year. If RP_[DIFFis positive,
more aircraft are needed to meet demand. The number Gf aircraftpurchased
is given by
NOBUYSI,j = I_MDIFF/RP_I,j (8)
where i' designatesthe aircraft type to be purchasedin year J.
When definingaircraft types in the input data, existing aircraft
types _re defined first, then new aircraft types. The order of definltion
of alrcraft types is importantin determiningwhich aircraftis pur,:hased
in a given year. The aircraftpurchasedin yea= J i_ the first aircraft
type encounteredthat has been introducedin year J or earlier,where the
aircraft types are consideredin the reverseorder (last to first) in
which they were input.
The methodologyrecords statisticson fleet pop%,latlon,buys,
retirements,seat miles flown, RPI-_flown, and fuel consumed. These are
gatheredon a yearly and cumulativebasis for individualaircraft types
%
t and for markets. This informationis providedin printed and plottedoutput.
In the remainderof this chapter,detaileddescriptionsof the program
logic, input, and output for the Fleet AccountingModule are provided.
New aircrafttypesare not necessarilyaircrafttypesto be introduced
at a later date. They may be current aircraft types.
B. Program Logic
• Figure i illustrates the interrelationships among the routines which
-: make up the Fleet Accoun=ing Module program. BET acts as the =sin
program for the Fleet Accounting Ibdule and the Airframe _nufacturer Module.
' Subroutine INPL_rr provides the interface between these two modules. Since
i'
it controls the flow of logic for the Airframe Manufacturer l_dule, it is/ I
i considered part of this module a_d will be discussed in the next Section
Brief descriptions of each routine :'nthe Fleet Accounting Module, together




! Program BET serves as the main program for the Fleet Accounting Module.
A flowchart of the BET logic is shown in Figure 2. The BET routine controls
the flow of logic for the Fleet Accounting Module, considering the markets
sequentially. It reads the data defining the market as well as the
parameters defining the existing aircraft, new aircraft, and aircraft
modifications. BET oaf's upon routines AMGRTIZ, IDDS, and BUYS for each
year to determine aircraft retirements, modifications, and buys. BET controls
the printing of various statistics regarding fleet compesltlon and activity
projections, including number of retirements, buys, seat _dles flo_m, RPMs
flown, and fuel consumed. These are printed for individual aircraft types
and for markets on a yearly and cumulative basis. The BET program cslls
upon various routines to create _lots of RPMs flown and fuel consumed on










Figut'e I Program Structure of the Fleet Accnunting Hodule
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II AMORTIZThis subroutine is called upon in each year of the analysis to retire
_ aircraft that have reached retirement age. AMORTIZ stores data on
retirements for future use a,_ updates the number of remaining aircraft
in the fleet. A flowchart of _ubroutine A}DRTIZ logic is shown in Figure 3.
': MODS
i S_oroutlneMODSis calleduponby BET in eachyearto updatethecharacteristics of aircraft scheduled for modification. A modification is
_ assumedtooccurovera two-yearperled. In theyeara modificationbegins,
I the aircraftcharacteristicsare assumedto be the averageof theold and
new values. In the following (and subsequent years), the new values hold.
I A flowchart of the subroutine MODS logic is shown in Figure 4.
C BUYS
r)
Subroutine BUYS is called upon by BET in each year for each market
to determine the aircraft buys. A flowchart of this routine is shown in
Figure 5. llrcraft are purchased if the difference between the RPMs demanded
! and the RPMs supplied by the remaining fleet in the market (after retirements
and modifications) is positive. The aircraft type to be purchased is the
first aircraft type encountered whose year of introduction has occurred,
determined by examining the list of existing and new aircraft types in the
market in the reverse order they were specified in the data input. The
number of aircraft purchased is computed by dividing the additional RPMs
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t This subroutine is called upon by BET to maintain totals by market
I and year of such statistics as: number of aircraft, number of retirements,
number of buys, seat miles, RPMs, and fuel consumed. A flowchart of sub-
routine SHARE logic is shown in Flgure 6.
t_IT04
This subroutine is called by BET to reorganize the card input d._ta
file. A flowchart of subroutine L_IT04 logic is shown in Figure 7. Card
input up to the first end-of-file is copied to a disk file on logical
unit 4 .Jhilecard input between the first and second end-of-file is copied
to a disk file on lo_ical unit 8. The data on units 4 and 8 are read by
the Airframe Manufar._::rerModule program.
CUR_q_S
Thisroutineis calledto stor_revenuepassengermilesflo_rnand
fuel ccnsumed by each aircraft type for use in plotting in subroutine
PLOTTER. The data is stored to enable plotting RPMs flown and fuel burned
as a function of time, accumulating over aircraft types. A flowchart of
"" subroutine CURVES logic is shown in Figure 8.
SETUP
SubroutineSETUPis calledby BET to initializethe plottlngsoftware
on logical unit ii, where subroutine PLOTSGL produces plo_s of RPMs
flown and fuel consumed for individual alrcraft types. A flowchart of
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SubroutinePLOTSGLis calledby BET to generateplotsof .RP_flown
(inbillionsofmiles)and fuelconsumed(inmillionsof barrels)versus
time(inyears)for individualaircrafttypes. Separateplotsof each
: / of thesequanti_iesis producedforeachaircrafttypeforwhichtheuser
.... .•L
. has specifiedthatsuchplotsare desired.The plotsare generatedon
......... an 8 by 6 inchsetof coordinateaxeswiththe scaleof theaxescalculated
to coverthe rangeof fuelconsumedandRP_ flownin _he _.arketb_t
theaircraftserves. The logicassumesthatthefuelconsumedin a market




one forRP_ flown. Theyearlyfuelconsumptionand RPI_flownversustime
\ by eachair=rafttypein all marketsare plotted.Eachsuccessiveplotfor
an individualaircrafttypeis referencedtc theaccumulatedfuelconsumed
or RPMsflo_mby all aircrafttypesalready@lotted.Curvesare generated
. on an 8 by 6 inchset of coordinates.The scalingof thecoordinatesmay
be specifledby the useror thedefaultmay be used. In all cases,the
Printedvaluesalongtheaxisare to threesignificantfigures.For the
default,RPMsare in billionsof milesand fuelconsumptionis in millionsof
......... barrels.The scaleis computedso thatit coversthe rangeo£ totalKP}_
flownand fuelconsumed.The defaultlogicassumesthatthe focalRPP_
exceed1011milesand thefuelconsumedexceeds108 barrels.A flowchar=





















Figure i0 Flowchart of Subroutine PLOTSGL Logic/
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PLOT YEARLY FUEL CONSUMPTION FOR EACH AIRCRAFT TYPE_
REFERENCING EACH CURVE TO THE CVMULATIVE FUEL CON-
SLIMEDBY AIRCRAFT TYPES ALRF_ADYPLOTTED
/ PLOT YEARLY RPMs FLOWN FOR EACH AIRCRAFT IXPE,
/ REFERENCING F_CH CURVE TO THE CUMULATIVE R2Ms
/ FLOWN BY AIRCRAFT TYPES ALREADY PLOTTED
/ •
/





The following are plotter software routines:
/
" PLOTS
PLOTS initlallzes plotting routines; it must be called once for each
logical unit on which plotter outpu= is to be generated.
PLO__ T
• hp: PLOT is the fundamental plotter function. It causes the pl_tter pen
I:i




i LINAXS plots and labels a linear axis.
SYMBOL
,! SYMBOL causes a string of alphanumeric fnformatlon to be plotted in
C a manner specified in the calling sequence.
'i
i NUMBER
NUMBER plots the EBCDIC representation of a floating point number.
RSTR
, RSIT,is calledaftereachplotis finished.It clearsthebuffers,
moves the pen to a new page, and relnltlallzes the necessary variables for
. a new plot.
Additional programmer-orlented documentation is provided in the
appendices. £n Appendix A, definitions of the conznonblocks and variables
i
: are provided. In Appendix B, descriptions of the plotter software routines
- and their arguments are provided. A listing of the code for all routines is
"i
provided in Appendix C. Comments have been added to this code to assist
i+
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The input data to the Fleet Acco_mting Module is in card fozmat and
i
is read from logical unit 5. The input file is described in Table I,
where a descrip=!on of each entry in this file is provided. All the
cards are read by program BET except card 13, which is read by sub-
routine PLOTTER.
The informztionprovidedinTablei is of sufficientdetailto
enable a user to prepare input data for the Fleet Accounting Module.
When preparing input, it may prove useful to refer to the listing of




Table 1 Card Input Data for the Fleer Accounting Module
_ard Colurma Parameter Format Description
1 1-20 }fRKTYPE(1) 2AIO Alphan_merlc name given to the Ith market, where
I=I, 2, or 3. Cards I to II are repeated for each
market to be analyzed.
2 i-I0 GROW_I(1) FIO.O Growth rate (in percent) of revenue passenger miles
(RPMs) demanded in market I during the flrst year
(1975). (This entry is not used in any
eompJtations, but is included for format consistency.)
2 11-20 GROWTH(2) FIO.O Growth rate (in percent) of RPMa demanded in market I
during chu second year.
21 In increments GROWTH(J) FIO.O Growth rate (in percent) of RPMs demanded in market I
of I0 columns durSng the Jth year, Jffi3to 31.
3 I-I0 LF(1) FIO.O Load factoL (decimal) for flights in market I during
the first year.
3 11-20 LF(2) FIO.O Load factor (decimal) for flights in i._rketI during
t_ the second year.
3' in increments LF(J) FIO.O Load factor (decimal) for flights in market l during
of I0 columns the Jth year, J=3 to 31.
4 1-5 NOEXPLS 15 Numbez (no more than i0) of existing types of aircraft
serving market I.
5 1-10 TYPE(K) AIO Alphanumeric name gYven the Kth existing aircraft type
for market I, where K=I.
5 11-20 YRINTRO(K) FIO.O Year type K aircraft began operating (e.g., 1971).
5 21-30 SEATS(K) FIO.O Average number of sears available per flight by type K
aircraft.
5 31-40 SFC(K) FIO.O Average fuel cons,lmptlon In pounds per seat-mlle for
type K airczaft.
5 41-50 SPEED(K) Fio.o Average block-_o-block speed in statute miles per hour
for type K etrcraft.
5 51-60 UTILIZ(K) FIO.O Average util=zatlon in hours per year for type K
aircraft.
Table 1 (Continued)
Card Column Parameter Format Description
5 61-70 LIFETIM(K) FlO.O Nominal retirement age in years for type K
aircraft, il
5 71-80 PLOTS(K) AIO Enter the word "PI_T" if plots of the revenue passen- ]Ii
A
ger miles and fuel consumption versus tim for type K
aircraft are desired, otherwise leave blank. ]J
6 1-10 NOBLWS(K,I) FIO.O Number of type K aircraft placed into service
in year I (7/1/59 through 6/30/60). !
6 ii-20 NOBUYS(K, 2) FIO.O Number of aircraft of type K placed into service in
year 2.
65 In increments NOBUYS(K,L) FIO.O Number of aircraft of type K placed into service in
of I0 columns yearL, L-3 to 16.
7 I-I0 NORETIR(K,1) FlO.O Number of aircraft of type K retired from serviceLJ
in year I (7/1/59 through 6130/60),
7 11-20 NOPETIR(K,2) FIO.O Number of aircraft of type K retired from service in
year 2.
7¢ In Increr_nts NORETIR(K,L) FIO.O Number of aircraft of type K retired from service in
of I0 columns year L, L-3 to 16.
Note: Repeat cards 5-7 for K-I to NOEXPLS; i.e.,
repeat for each existing aircraft type in
market I.
. i__ NOHODS ,'_ Number (no more than I0) of modifications to existing
types of aircraft.
Note: Omit card 9 if NOHODS = O. i
9 I-I0 HODATA(1) AIO Alphanumeric name of a previously defined existing
aircraft type which will undergo modification during
the time period of concern.
9 11-20 HODATA(2) FIO.O The year (from 1976through2005)duringwhich the
aircraft modification is to begin. The modification





Card Col u_,n Parameter Format Description
9 21-30 MODATA(3) FlO.O Average number of seats available on the modified
aircraft.
9 31-40 HODATA(4) FIO.O Average fuel consumption in pounds per statute seat-mile
for the _odlf'ed aircraft.
9 41-50 MODATA(5) FIO.O Average block-to-block speed in statute miles per hour of
the modified aircraf,.
9 51-60 PJ3DATA(6) FlO.O Average utilization of the modified aircraft in
hours per year.
9 61-70 MODATA(7) FIO.O Nominal retirement age of the modified aircraft in
years.
Note: Repeat card 9 for each of the NOHODSmodi-
fications to existing aircraft types. Only
one modification per aircraft type is allowed.
10 1-5 NONE_I I5 Ntanber of new aircraft types that will be available to
rep]ace retiring aircraft in _ark_:t I. (The sum of
NOEXPLand NONEWmust not exceed 10.)
Note: Omit card 11 if NO!;E14- O.
11 1he contents of this card are the same as those for
card 5, only the data pertains to nesa types of air-
craft. Card 11 is repeated for each of the new
aircraft types, i,e,, for _-NOEXPLS+ I to I_OEKPLSd-
NONES/.
/_ote: _'be data on card._ 1-11 are repeated for each
r_arket; the a_a:d_um number of markets in three.
12 End-of-file card.
13 1-5 QPLOT 15 Enter a one if plotted output is desired which showsRPMs flown and fuel consur_d versu_ time for each
aircraft type in a format for t11ust*.atlng market
share; enter a zero otherwise,
14 I-]C TOPFBPdl EIO,4 t_,,xlrnumvalue of fuel c',nsu_ption (in barrels) on the ,_
_uel axis 6f the market share plot.
°_
Table 1 (Concluded)
Card Column Paramete, Format Description
14 11-20 _ZOHPJLSF IIO Number of tickmarks on the fuel axis o$ the fuel
consu=ptlonmarketshare plot.
14 21-30 TOPRPHS E.'O.4 Haxi_ valve of.the RP}Isf.s.o_#t(in miles) on t_e
RPHaxis of Ll,e market share plot.
14 31-40 IIO,_{KSR I10 tlumber of tick marks on the I_PHaxis of the RPM
market share plot.
tlote: Card 14 is optional. If o_.lgted, the fuel
cor_urptton will be shown in ntlltons of
barrels, and F.P}Ls_ill be _ho_n in billions
of miles on the raarket share plctb. _'nere
ulll be 40 tick marks on the _xes. Card 13
t_usr be inserted _f the total fuel consumed
does not exceed 108 barrela or th_ total
ILPPq flo_rn does not exceed 1011 _-/lea.
ox
All darn shouldbe placed as far to the right as posslbl_ulthln the colu_-nsallocated. Parame._ers
_lCh an "I" fort.at must not contain a dectr_al point.
factually four cards are required, i











i The Fleet AccountingModule output consistsof printed informationand
• . plotteroutput. The printed informationincludes statisticsdescribing
projectedfleet compositionand activity. These statisticsincludenumber
of aircraft retired,number of aircraft bought,seat statutemiles flown,
revenue passengerstatutemiles (RPMs)flown, and fuel Cunsumed for indi-
vidual aircraft types and markets on an individualyearly and cumulative
I
basis. The plottedoutput includesgraphicalpresentationof RPMs flown
and fuel consumedas a functionof time by individualaircraft types and
by markets.
To facilitatedescribingthe printedoutput of the Fleet Accounting
Module, excerptsfrom the printed output of the sample problem (see
Section V) are presented. As shown in Table 2, the printed output for
each market consideredin the analysisbegins with a printoutof soma of
the input data. The data p_inted includes the RPM growth rates for each
year of the analysis (197512005),the load factor for each year of the
analysis,aircraftcharacteristicsand buy and retirementhistoriesfor'
each existingaircraftin the market, aircraftmodificationdata, and the
characteristicsof the new aircraft in the market. The computedvalues of
the RPMs demanded in each year from 1975 through2005 are then prin=ed.
Followingthe initial page of printout for the market, a tableof data
like the one shown in Table 3 is printed for each new and existingaircraft
type in the market. The statisticsin the table include,for each year
from 1975 through2005, projectionsof the number of seat statutemiles
flown, barrelsof fuel consumed,revenuepassengerstatutemiles flowm,
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retirements. The population, number of buys and number of retirements
are shown as of midyear. The number of aircraft as of midyear is assumed
..... il to be the average number of aircraft operating during each year and is
used in projecting the activity data (i.e., seat miles, fuel burned, etc.)
' ° 1 The next type of output provided by the Fleet Accounting Module is
' illustrated in Table 4. A table of this type is printed for each aircraft
'_, type in the market. It provides accumulated (through each year of the
/° I
., analysis) values for seat miles flown, fuel burned, revenue passenger
I miles flown, number of buys, and number of retirements.
i
The output discussed thus far is provided for each successive market
I •• [ analyzed. After the printout for the last market, a table like the one
j_
o-" shown in Table 5 is printed for each market aualyzed. This table provides
°" i
,i
; results analogous to that provided in Table 4, except the results are totals
I
:.... i
_' i for all aircraft types in a market. The next printed output is illustrated
in Table 6. This table provides the totals over all markets anelyzed for
/!
J seat miles, fuel consumed (in barrels), RPI_s,buys, and retirements•
7,/ The next type of output is illustrated in Table 7. This output is
/
"' produced for each market analyzed, and includes the fractional share of
I
i seat miles, fuel burned, RPMs,and number of aircraft for the market relative
to the totals over all markets.
Table 8 illustrates the next type of output provided by the Fleet
' Accomting Module. This table is produced for each market analyzed Fo_
iI each year of analysis, the seat miles flown, fuel consumed , revenue passeu-
,,, get miles flown, number of aircraft serving the market, and the number of
" aircraft bought and retired are shown. The final printed output is
40
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illustra_ed in Table 9. This table is analogous to Table 8, except it
i provides the totals over all markets analyzed.
" j Plotted output can also be pro_'idedby the Fleet Accounting Module,
if the user desires. The plotted output is Of two basic types. The
first type provides separate plots of revenue passenger miles flown and
fuel consumed in barrels versus time for individual aircraft types. These
plots are illustrated in Figures 12 and 13. The results plotted are those
provided in theprinted output illustrated by Table 3.
The second type of p!otted output is illustrated in Figures 14 and
15, where revenue passenger miles and fuel consumed in barrels, respectively,
,_ are plotted versus time in years for each aircraft in all markets. For eachP aircraft type, the curve of RPD_ flown or fuel burned versus time is plotted
,7 relative to that for previous aircraft type_ plotted. This format for
presenting results provides for illustration of the relative share of
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Figure 13 Sa=ple Plotted Output of Fuel CcJn_u=e_lversus Time for an Tndlvld_al A{rcraft Type (tI2F:_(;IIP.PF)
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fit:ure 15 Sample ['lotted Output of Fuel C/an_u_t_d verslJS Time Act-umulated over Aircraft Types
_',__'_ III AIRFRA}_ MANUFACTURER MODULE
The function of the Airframe Manufacturer Module is to estimate the
aircraftmanufacturingratesof returnon investment.Theseestimates
_ are basedon the estimatednumbersof aircraftrequiredovertime(as
predicted by the Fleet Accounting Module) and assumed aircraft prices.
i Themajorcomponentsincludedin thismoduleare thefollowing:
, • PLANT- whichgeneratesproduction,orderand deliveryschedules
, '• fromestimatedfleetrequirements.
- e ACCOST- whichestimatesRDT&Ecostsand individualand
:. I totalcomponentmanufacturingcostsoverthelifeof thepro-
ductionprogram.
....____-| • CASHFLW - which estimates the net cash flow that the manufacturer
_ can expect to receive from manufacturing the new aircraft.
Using the net cash flow, the rates of return'on investment for the aircraft
¢
'* manufacturer are estimated. Descriptions of the mathematical modeling




The Fleet Accounting Module determines the demand for new aircraft and
i
the Airframe Manufacturer Module estimates the economic viability of pro-
/" / duclng new aircraft to meet that demand. Each new aircraft type is
.. ' completely analyzed before analysis of subsequent types is initiated. Two
, basiccons_ralntson theAirframe_nufacturerModuleare thata new
./
airframe must be produced for at least two years and airframe manufactur-!
/ ,










The methodology begins with an analysis of the demand previously
generated and develops optimized production, order, and delivery schedules
' to meet that demand. It is assumed that the manufacturer produces aircraft
at constant integer rates per month and may change the production rate once
during the entire production period. It is further assumed that the delivery
schedule Is identical to the production schedule and that the order schedule
precedes the delivery schedule by 24 months.
J Determination of the production schedule includes determining the two
constant integer monthly production rates and the breakpoint in the produc-
. :-_-:"[ tlon program _hen the proddctlon rate changes from the first to the second
!
rate. To determine these parameters, all possible breakpoints (assumed to
occur at the beginning of a year) in the demand period are tested. For a
.... given breakpoint under consideration a cons¢ant integer monthly production
rate is computed for each of the two production periods defined by the
breakpoint. These production races are determlnedby dividing the totaT.
aircraft demanded in each period by the months of production in the period.
The month of demand for the last aircraft demanded in a year ._.sassumed to
be the last month of the year. The best production schedule is that
•/ which has the smallest maximum deviation between the demand and production
months for the last aircraft demanded in any year. For the schedule chosen
as the best, the start of production is then shifted by as much as 6 months
earlier or later. This shift i_ chosen to minimize the algebraic sum of
..-
the deviations between the demand and production months for the last air-
.
craft in each year of the production schedule,




_.-'" Embeddedwiuhin the AirframeF_nufacturerModule is set of cost
. ,o.-
/ relationshipsfor estimatingresearch,development,test and evaluation
,' /, .,
/ (RDT&E)costs, aircraftmanufacturingcosts, and sustainingengineeringcosts
/" over the llfe of the productionprogram for a new aircraft. Parametersin
/
/ the cost estimatingrelationshipsinclude variousaircraft structuraland
..... operatingcharacteristics,complexityfactors,and costs. These parameters,
,, which are inputs to the computerprogram,include:
.' ADI - Avionics developmentcost.
I
AFSPAO = Airframe spares factor in the productionphase.
I AGEOI = Operationalground support equipmentcost.
AGEPI - Ground supportequipmentdevelopmentcost.
•, C CFACS = Complexityfactor for air conditioningsystem.
.......... CFAERO = Complexityfactor for aerodynamiccontrol system.
., CFANTC _ Complexityfactor for anti-iclngsystem.
i" CFAVON = Complexityfactor for avionics system.
, CFBODY = Complexityfactor foz aircraft fuselage.
CFELCD = Complexityfactor for electricaldistributionsystem.
:...... CFLMP = Complexityfactor for empennagestructure.
CFENAC - Complexityfactor for engine accessories.
CFENG - Complexityfactor for alrbreathingengines.
CFFUSY = Complexityfactor for the fuel system.





oj ., ; ,+ _ i . /" i' " / " # I /
iL--'--!i--!....................
CFHNDL = Complexity factor for the loading & handling system.
-'" ,. CFHYCD = Complexity factor for the hydraulic system•
i
., :' CFINST - Complexity factor for the instrument system.
t
/ CFLG = Complexity factor for alighting gear system.
-_ _._ .
' " ' CFNAC _ Complexity factor for engine nacelles.
I
I
t i. CFPACC = Complexity factor for passenger accommodations.
,, /,"
/1_'';' .'i
, ,!'i, CFPNDC = Complexity factor for pneumatic system.CFPOW = Complexity factor for auxiliary power system.
. I
' I CFTP.EV= Complexlt7 factor for thrust reverser.
r
," t CFWING = Complexity factor for wing structure
" .!
! CONFIG _ Complexity factor for airframe engineerln_.
.. i CTJI = Cost per aircraft engine.
•" '#'
EN _ Number of main engines.
' ENSPAO _ Main engine Jpares factor in the production phase•
, ENSPAR = M_in engine spares factor in the RDT&E phase.
/_i FACI Production facilities cost.o
,i
FEE = .Manufacturer fee factor.
'i
FTOI _ Flight test operation cost•
FVSPAR = Fliglit test vehicle spares factor.
GTSPAR _ Ground test vehicle _pares factor.
lOPS _ Indicator for operational program (l_com_ercial,
0=other).
, LEARN = Airframelearningcurvefactor./
.] LLIP_WA= Avionics learning curve factor.
LE._qP = Engine learning curve factor
f








• NCREW = Number in flight crew.
-L
, NDATA - Number of production levels to be analyzed
-" (from1 to 5).
'"' NFV = Numberof flighttestvehiclestobe produced.
/°.
; NGV - Numberof groundtestvehicles.
i,
.-,._,.,_. NOCON - Numberof conceptformulationcontractors.
..' NOCONI= Numberof contractdefinition•contractors.
NOENG - Numberof conceptformulationengineers.
NOENGI- Numberofcontractdefinitionengineers.
jt . " NOYRS = Numberof yearsforconceptformulation.NOYRSI= Numberof yearsforcontractdefinition./
/, NV - Number of operationalvehcilestobe produced.
/ , q
: ,' PDTJI = Propulsiondevelopmentcost.
' I t
• RATE = Maximumvehicleproductionrate,numberpermonth
RE = Engineering labor rate, dollars per hour.
!
RT = Tooling labor rate, dollars per hour.
. SUBSYI = Subsystem development cost.
• ,: -, T - Thrust per engine at sea level in pounds.
/
' TOOLC = Complexityfactorfortooling,
i
/ WACS _ Air conditioningsystemweight.
•/ /
, WAERO = AerodynamicontrolsystemweiBht.
/
• / WANTIC = Anti-icing system weight.
i _ WAVION- Avionicssystemweight.
/ //! WBODY = Fuselageweight.




' WEMP . Empennage weight.
,' /
,, WENACC - Engine accessories weight.
WENGS = Engines total weight.
WFUSYS = Fuel system weight.
, , _ _"_JTOT= Total fuel weight.
: / WGROSS= Aircraftgross:akeoffweight.
WHANDL = Load and handling system weight.
.:' WHYCAD = Hydraulic power conversion and distribution
: " systemweight.
//';
WINST - Instrument system weight.
WLG = Alighting gear system weight.
I WNACEL= Enginenacellesweight.
,_ WPACCO = Passenger accommodations weight.
!
_NCAO = Pneumatic power and distribution system
./_.¢ weight.
Ji _ WPOWER = Auxiliary power system weight.
WTREVS = Thrust rever-er weight.
." WWING = Wing weight.
WPAYL = Maximum payload weight.
!
XAVD - Avionics development factor.
XFASSY = Final assembly checkout cost factor.
; ilJ XNEW = _scellaneousequipmentdevelopmentfactor.! .
/
• ..;
' Using the input learning curve factors (LEARN, LEAP,NA, and LEAR.N_),
•' the cost methodology _ceounts for the effects on production costs of
/':.... the production quanti_y. Letting NVEH equal the _otal number of aircraft










_. AIRFRAME PRODUCTION LEARNING CURVE FACTOR (Z)
i
I Z _ NVEH ** ZETA
ZETA= 1.0+ (LOG(.01* LF_KN)/LOG(2.0))
AVIONICSPRODUCTIONLEARNINGCURVEFACTOR(ZA)
ZA - NVEH** ZETAA
' : ZETAA- 1.0+ (LOG(.01* LEARNA)/LOG(2.0));ifLF_!INA- O,
ZETAA= ZETA
ENGINEPRODUCTIONLEARNINGCURVEFACTOR(ZP)
ZP = NVEH** ZETAP
ZETAP= 1.0+ (LOG(.01* LEARNP)/LOG(2.0))
Usingtheselearningcurvefactorsand the inputvaluesof the
,/ cost equationparameters,RDT&E,aircraftmanufacturing,and sustaining





(RDTE= ADDE+ SUBSYS+ AD + PDTJ+ DS)
• AIRFRA}_DESIGNAND 'ENGINEERINGDEVELOPMENT(ADDE= CF + CD + DDEL)
CONCEPTFOR_fu-LATION(CF)
I CF - 35000. * NOENG * NOYRS * NOCON _ I.E - 06
CONTRACT DEFINITION (CD)
CD = 35000. * NOENGI * NOYRSI * NOCONI * I.E.-.06
AIRFRA}IEENGINEERING LABOR (DDEL)
DDEL - 207. * WA ** .931 * RE *I.OE * CONFIG, for subsonic pro-
duction aircraft







- RE * 348.* WA ** 0.931* 1.0E-06 * CONFIG,for supersonic
productionaircraft
where
W._, = WE - WENGS - WELCAD - WAVIOT- WACS - WPOWER
WE = WGROSS- WPAYL- WFUTOT
i WAViOT = WAVION + WINST
• SUBSY._TEMSDEVELOPME_(SUBSYS)t
_ SUBSYS- SUBSYI,IF SUBSY__ 0
t
1 - 0.35* (WACS+ WINST*..05+ W?OWER+ WELCAD+ WAERO+
WHYCAD+ WPNCAD+ WENACC+ WFUSYS+ WPPROV)* XNEW,
if SUBSYIN 0
I where
WPPROV- NCKEW* 500.- 500.
_,: • AVIONICSDEVELOPMENT(AD)
AD = ADI,if ADI/0.1
= (5.3* CgAVION* 0.75)** .439+ 2.19* (0.25+ WAVION)**
.439+ 0.55* (0.50* WINST)** .439)* XAVD,otherwiae
• PFOPULSION DEVELOPmeNT (PDTJ) ..
PDTJ = PDTJI, if PDTJI / 0.i
29.5 * (T/1000.) *'_ .55 * MACH ** .62 [_(NVI{F)* EN *In
(i. + ENSPAR + ENSPAO)3 ** 0.i, otherwise
where
NVHF = NV + NFV
# DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT (DS = GRV + GTS + FTS + TST + FTO + AGEP + TDP)
GROUND TEST VEHICLES (GTV)
GTV = AMYG (for first unit) * NG
" 6O
GROUNDTESTSPARES(GTS)
• GTS = GRV * GTSPAR
/ •
FLIGHTTESTSPARES(FTS)
FTS = FV * FVSPAR
I i TOOLINGAND SPECIALTESTEQUIPP/_NT(TST)
: TST = RT * .02674 WA 44 .99VMAX** 1.21* .RATE4, .4* NI"_4,
•14 * TOOLC I.E- 06, forproductionaircraft
I_ - RT * 6.19* WA ** 1.062* TOOLC* 1.0E- 06, forpro_.otype
aircraftor if IPROP= 0
, where




FTO = FTOI,if FTOI_ .i




= .15* FV + .05* ADDE,otherwise
TECHNICALDATA(TDP)
TDP = .02* FV
where
FLIGHTTESTVEHICLES((FV= CAFFC+ CAVFV+ CPFV)* (1.0+
XFASSY))
FLT.'TESTAIRFRAME(C.%FFV)
CAr':'V= A}[FG(forist unit)* NFV ** ZETA
- 61
FLT.TESTVEH.AVIONICS(CAVFV)
CAVFV= CAVION(forist sniP)* NFV ** ZETAA
FLT.TESTPROPULSIONSYSTEM(CPFV)
I CPFV= PROPU(forIs_unit)* NFV ** ZETAP
P
• RDT&E FEE (RDFEE)
RDFEE =,RDTE * FEE
AIRCRAFT _£_FACTURING COSTS (OV =,AMFG + CAVION + __.tPU4-CFASSY)
• AIRFRAME STRUCTURE (AMFG = CWING -_CEMP + CBODY + CLG + CNACEL + CAERO
+ CHYCAD- CELCAD + CPNCAD + CACS + CANTIC
+ CPOIrER+ CPACCO + CHANDL)
WING (CWING)
CWING= .036* WWING** .451* Z * CFWING
EMPENNAGE(C_XP)
CEMP= .01023* WEMP** .451* Z * CFEMP
BODY(CBODY)
CBODY= .0561* WBODY** .451* Z * CFBODY
L%NDINGGEAR (CLG)
CLG- .01043* WLG ** .541* Z * CFLG
NACELLES GROUP (CNACEL)
CNACEL = .0561 * WNACEL ** .451 * Z * CFNAC
AERODYNAMIC CONTROLS (CAERO)
CAERO = .004 * WAERO * Z * CFAERO
HYDRAULICS (CHYCAD)
CHYCAD = .00197 * WI-IYCAD** 0.766 * Z * CFHYCD
ELECTRICAL SYSTLMS (CELCAD)
CELCAD =, .00197 * WELCAD ** 0.766 * Z * CFELCD
62
PNEUMATIC (CPNCAD)
I CPNCAD ,,.0002 * WPNCAD * Z * CFPNCD
........iii:I AIRCO 'DITIONINGS' STEM(CACS)
_" i CACS =, .00643 * WACS ** 0.5065 * Z * CFACS
ANTI-ICING (CANTIC)
CANTIC ,, .00023 * WANTIC * Z * CFANTC
...._: AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE (CPOWER)
I
, CPOWER- .000243* I_POWER* Z * CFPOI_
-' , PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS (CPACCO)
CPACCO " .000115 * I_ACCO * Z * CFPACC
.., LOADING ._NDHANDLING (CHANDL)
'_,, CHANDL ,_(_NDL/WBODY) * CBODY * CFH_DL
• .:\: • AVIONICS SYSTEM (CAVION =,CINST + CAVONT)
\ ... . INSTRUME'_TATION (CINST = CINSTE + CINSTI)
•-- EQUIPmeNT (CINSTE)
CINSTE = .00193 * (WINST/2.0) * ZA , CFINST
"-../ INSTALLATION (CINSTI)
" CINSTI =,000154 * (WINST/2.0) * _ * CFINST
, AVIONICS (CAVONT = CAVONE + CAVONI)
EQUIPMENT (CAVONE)
.... CAVONE - .00193 * (WAVION/2.0) * L\ * CFAVON
•"--'" INSTALLATION (CAVONI)
£ CAVONI ...30154 * (WAVION/2.0) * L_ * CFAVON
• PROPULSION SYSTE!I(PROPU = (CENGS + CTREVS _-CfUSYS + CENACC
ENGINES (CENGS)
CLNGS - CTJ* EN
• 63






CTJ - CTJI,if CTJI_ I
- .00277* T ** 0.60* ZP * CFENC-,otherwise
THRUSTREVERSER(CTREVS)
___ CTREVS- .0028* WTREVS** 0.766* ZP * CFTREV
FUELSYSTEM(CFUSYS)
CFUSYS- .0000619* WFUSYS* ZP * CFFUSY
i
• " ENGINE ACCESSORIES (CENACC)
CENACC ,,.0003 * WENACC * ZP * CFENAC
" " -- • FINAL ASS_iBLY AND CHECKOUT (CFASSY_
CFASSY - XFASSY * (AMFG + CAVlON + PROP'T)
,,' _ • _NUFACTURINGFEE (MFEE)
, MFEE- OV * FEE)
\
"\ SUSTAININGPRODUCTIONCOSTS (SC= OS + FAC+ SE+ ST + AGEO+ TDO+ }_Q +
\ OT + IT + TRI)
• OPEP_iTIO_ILSPARES(OS_ OSA+ OSP),if lOPS- i,OS - 0
_ PKODUCTION AIRFRA_ SPARES (OSA)
• OSA+ AFSPAO* (A_G + CAVION)
....\ PRODUCTIONENGINESPARES(OSP)





SE - .10* OV, if lOPS- 1
- ADDE* (NVHF** 2.0 - 1.0),if lOPS_ 1
- i_i 64
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../
• SUSTAINING TOOLING (ST)
ST a TST * N_THF** .14 - i.)
.. °
..... • OPERATIONAL GROUND SUPPORT EQUIP_tENT (AGEO)
' AGEO - AGEOI, if AGEOI # 0.10
- AGEO - .15 * Or, ¢-.herwise
': • PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT TEC}LNICALDATA (TDO)
TDO - .02 * OV
• .MISCELLANEOUSEQUIP._NT (._Q); if !OPS _ i, _Q - 0
_iEQ- 500. * NPL * 4. * 1.0E - 06
NPL- NCREW * NVHF * 2.0
• OP :RATIONAL TRAINING EQUIP._NT (OT); if IOPS _ i, OT = 0
.. OT - 1.442 E - 01 * OV * NVIIF** (-0.4525)
_-....._ • INITLLL FLIGHT CREW TP_INING (IT); if lOPS - I, IT = 0
IT ...05 * N'PL
•-: • INITLYL TP_NSPORTATION (T_I)
-i
-_. TRI., .005 * (OV + OS + ._Q 4.OT + AGEO)
• SUSTAININGCOSTFEE (SFEE)
SFEE_ SC * FEE
Aircraft Price Determination
A methodology for estimating aircraft selling price is embedded within
the Airframe _nufacture Module. Subroutine ACPRICE, ,'hichcontains the
logic for this methodology, is called upon to estimate aircraft selling
_. price and print results. However, at the present time the computed selling
price estimate is no__!tused in subsequent analysis of t_sh flows. Instead,
a base selling price estimate is read from the input stream along with a
65
price increment. This input base price and thirteen successive upward in-




_---,i'i__| API = Averageannualincreasein thenationalprice
costindex(decimal).
EN = Numberof mainengines.
D
._ RP = Enginedesignshafthorsepower(fornon-Jets).i
t I IAIRPL= An indicatorforaircrafttype (1for conventionalJet
'I
.i transports,2 for smallJet transports,3 forwlde-body
J Jet transports,4 forturboproptransports,5 for
-. i generalaviationtypes,6 forsupersonictransports).
r | IENGS = An indicatorforenginetype (ifor turbojetand turbo-
--I fan,2 for turboprop,3 for reciprocating,4 for air-
5._-_i. breathing),
%
! i PN - Totalpassengercapacity.
...° T = Thrustper engine,pounds(forJets)./ $
i
... "' WE = Aircraft empty weight, pounds,
WENGS = Engines total weight, pounds.
YEAR = Year of introduction into service.
Using the values for these parameters, the following equations com-
prise the price estimation methodology, where all co=pute_ prices are in
millions of dollars and C = 10-6 •
Aircraft PrlcinK Equations
• ESTIMATED AIP_RAJ_ DEVELOP}LLNTCOST (EDEVC)
EDEVA = 128.9 ** (O.1097 * (YLiR - 1940.))* _ * C
'" • ESTID£%TEBAIRPLMIgUNITPRODUCTIONCOST (EUPROC)
EUPROC= 7.8** (0.068* (YL%R- 19_0.))* WE * C
66
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/• ESTINATED ,_%R}LETPLACEPRICE tEPRICE)
CONVENTIONAL JET TR._'_SPORTS(IAIRPL - i):
_° .... EPRICE = 0.04867 * PN (I.0 + API) ** (YEAR - 1975.)
SMALL JET TRANSPORTS (IAIRPL = 2):•
EPRICE - 0.5 + 0.0305 * PN * (i.0 + .%PI)** (YEAR - 1975.)
i WIDE-BODY JET TR_LNSPORTS (IAIRPL - 3):EPKICE - I.O . 0.05935 * PN * (i.0 + APT) ** (YEAP,- 1975.)/
i • ESTI,_L-\TEDAIRPLANE PRICE BY SEAT COST (ESEPRI)
FOR ALL AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE TYPES:
ESEPRI (i) - 3100.0 * PN ** (0.0641 * (YEAR - 1930.)) * C
I FOR ALL AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE TYPES EXCEPT IAIRPL = 3 or IENGS - I:
/ ESEPRI (2) - 4000.0 * PN ** (0.0652 * (YSAR - 1930.)) +.C
_ ¢ FOR IAIRPL - 3 AND IENGS _ I:
ESEPRI (3) - 20500. * PN ** (0.0350 * (YEAR - 1950.)) * C
• ESTIMATED ENGINE PRICE (EENGPR)
TURBOJET ._'_q)TURBOF._ (IENGS - i):
i
EENGPR - iii.I14 * EN * T *_ 0.862 * (i.0 + .IPl)** (YEAR - 1975.) * C
TFRBOPROP (IEXGS - 2):
EENGPR = 173.O75 * EN * HP ** 0.9283 * (i.0 + API) ** (YLtR-i975.) * C
RECIPROCATING (IENGS - 3):
EENGPR= 4.693* EN * HP ** 1.3917_ (i.0+ API)** (YLhR- 1975.)* C
• AIF,FLA}[EWEIGHT (_AIRFR)





KAIQFP- 1663.07* WAIRFR*e 0.7300* (i.0+ API)** (YL_K- 1975.)* C
SM_LLJET TKANSPOP.TS(IAIRPL- 2):
EAIRFP- 400.40_ WAIRFR*_ 0.8936* (i.0+ API)** (YEAR- 1975.)* C
WIDE-BODYJET TR_!_SPORTS(IAIRPL- 3):
EAIQFP- 3603.35* WAIRFR** 0.69823* (i.0+ API)** (YEAR- 1975.)* CTURBOPROPTRANSPORTS(IAIRPL- 4):
_ _ F._IRFP- 1878.04* WAIRFR** 0.65989* (i.0+ API)**(YEAR- 1975.)* C
"":_"._ GENERALAVIATIONTYPES(IAIRPL- 5):
EAIRFP- .003408* WAIRFR** 2.1938* (i.0+ API)** (YEAR- 1975.)* C
I SUPERSONICTRANSPORTS(IAIRPL- 6):
C EAIRFP,, 176890.* WAI_FR*_ 0.4506* (i.0+ API)** (YEAR- 1975.)* C
°_ • ESTI._L_TEDAIRPLANE PRICE (EAIRPR) "
EAIRPR - FAIZFP + EENGPR
Cash Flow Determiuaticn
A determination of estimated manufacturer cash flow over _he period
,' of productionismadeby the followingprocedure.Research,development,




mentcostsare distributedevenlyoverthe 52 monthpe_'iodendingwiththe
monthproductlonstarts.Developmentsupporteo.';tsare distributedevenly
overthe 42 monthperiodendingthe_welfthmonthafterstartof production.
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Aircraft production costs are uniformly spread over the production
month and the eleven preceding months for each unit to be produced. Revenue
(income) based on the estimated aircraft selling price is distributed as
5 percent on order, 70 percent on delivery, and 25 percent evenly spread
' over the months between order and delivery for each unit produced. Finally,
revenue minus the sum of the cost factors is calculated both for each month
I
individually and cumulatively by month.
Internal Rate of Return on Investment
-' The final calculation step in the methodology of the Airframe Manu-./
/'
facturer Module is to employ an iteratlve technique to calculate the
internal rate of return for each estimated cash flow generated. The
"" internal rate of return (or marginal efficiency of investment) is that
rate of interest or return which would render the discounted present value
of its expected future marginal "yields (income) exactly equal to the inves_-
.. ment cost of the project.
Since both the investment costs and the income are sprea= over time,
the internal rate of return sought is that which reduces the summed present
" value of the cash flow stream over time to zero. The cash flow stream sum
can be represented as:
n
.CF 2 + ... + !
where R = internal rate of return





I : ,: (.! .. /.. .- :
./
•., / The iteratlve procedure estimates values for R, calculates the SUM described
i// above using the cash flow figures previously generated, performs tests to
' '_I{ determine if SUM is getting closer to zero, then successively chooses new
' i//\
i't_'' "!i values for R in attempting to obtaln a value for SUM closer to zero.
/ _r._, The methodology described above produces output lists and tables that
[
., : 4 summarizethecalculationsbeingperformed.Outputsincludetimehistory
/ of demand for each aircraft type, breakpolnts of production periods and
,' startup times, component and cumulative cost tables, tables of costs versus
aircraft quantity, estimated price data, iteration results (every tenth
• ./fi
: . cycle)fromrateof returncalculationsand finalrateof returnvalue,and '
".ill. tables showlng cos_, income and c_sh flow by year an_ month withln year (_oth.
, for individual months and for cumulative monthly figures).
C
°t In the remainder of this chapter, detailed descriptions of the program
logic, input, and output for the Airframe Manufacturer Module are provided.
.' B. program Lozi_c
Figure 16 illustrates the interrelationships among the routines which
: _- makeup theAirframeManufacturerModuleprogram.SubroutineINPLANTacts
i < as the interface between the main proBram BET and the rest of the sub-
i
i ' routinescomprisingtheAirframeManufacturerModule. INPLANTthenacts
!
! / as a driverfor therestof thesubroutinesin themodule. Briefdescrlp-
_ : ' tlons of each subroutine in the Airframe Manufacturer Module, together with...
flowchartsof theprogramlogicfollow:
• :' INPLANT
Subroutine INPLANT serves as the driver for the Airframe Manufacturer
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Each time the main program BET calls I_LANT, the demand for each type of
new aircraft is analyzed. The beginningand end dates of demand for each
type are determined. INPLANT then calls subroutinesPLANT, ACCOST, and
ACPRICE to compute order, productionand delivery schedules;computemanu-
facturing.osts; and estimatemarket prices. Then, INPLANTcalls subroutines
i! CASHFLW and INTROR to compute the manufacturer'scash flow and
..,_"f_ rate of return on investmentfor the base estimatedmarket price and 13
: additionalincrementalprice figures. INPLANT prints the demand history




SubroutinePLANT determinesa productionschedulethat best meets
i/ /"
./ demand for a new aircraft type,as determinedby BET. A flo_chartof the
program logic for PLANT is providedin Figure 18. The algorithmassumes
that the manufacturermust produceaircraftat constantintegermontb_ly
rates and may change rates once during the productionprogram. To find
the breakpointin the productionprogram, i.e., the ti=e the manufacturer
changes productionrates, each possiblebreakpointin the demand period
is examined. The possiblebreakpointsare assumed to occur at the beginning
of a year. A breakpointdivides the productionprogram into two periods.
The productionrate during a period is computedby dividing the number of
aircraftdemanded during the period by the number of momths in the period.
c. For each possiblebreakpoint,the largestyear-enddeviationbetween
total aircraftproducedand totalaircraftdemanded is computed. The





TRY THE FIRST POSSIBLE PRODUCTION BREAKPOINT
IN THE DLMANDPERIOD
INTEGER MONTHLY PRODUCTION RATES AN_O
PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY SCHEDULES
FIND _XI._[D_ YEAR-E¾_D DEVIATION BET_CEE._AIR-. !
CRAFT DEMAND AN_ PRODUCTION I
J
COMPUTE PRODUCTION SCHEDULE SHIFT (UP TO SiX
MO'_THS) TO MINIMIZE THE MAGNITUDE OF THE
//
......_i ALGEBRAIC SL_MOF THE YEAR-END DEVIATIONS
BETWEEN AIRCRAFT DL½1ND A_D PRODUCTION




SEARCH FOR BREAKPOI,_YrWITH MINIMb_I "_J_XINJMYL\R-E_D
DEVIATION BETWEEN DF_tANDAND PRODUCTI0._;. USI:;GTHIS i
BF.EAKPOINTA.NT)ASSOCIATED SHIFT IN PRODUCTION ._.'ART ,.
DATE, COMPUTE OPTIONAL PRODUCTION, DELIVEF_YAND ORDERi
SCHEDULES I
'i I1





(i final production schedule is determined by shifting the start of produceion
/ months. The shift is computed to minimize theby as much as six
magnitude of the algebraic sum of the year-end deviations between
/
;_ _
,, , cumulative aircraft d_marA and production. This shif_ production program
] "I is used to generate a production schedule, that is, a month of production
" for each aircraft demanded In addition, an nrder and delivery schedule
/., •
s are generated. The month of delivery for an aircraft is assumed to coincide
• "I
\ with the month of production, the month of order is assumed to precede
production by 24 months.
• ,2 ,'
,' The printed output of this subroutine include the demands and produc-
• ':.i,! tion rates for each pozsible breakpoint and the start of production for thef
"_! best schedule.
: _ ., A[ JST
. _ubroutine ACCOST consists of a set of equations that estimate RDT&E
_.,..L' a ,__.ufacturing costs for each specific aircraft type. The program
.._ basically encodes the set of cost equations previously described in this
"" chapter• The manufacturing costs are adjusted to take into considerati
, % "'-
_%1 ' cost reductions associated with increased learning or familiarity with =he
!
are based on
,T_._ production of a particular aircraft type. The cost formulae
• J , , ,
/
,,,,-" aircraft characteristics (primarily system weights) and co_relations with
_!
•/p.
'" historical cost data.
A flowchart of the subroutine ACCOST logic is shown in Figure 19. The
input data is read via NA}_LIST statements. Msny of the input parameters
" are initialized to a default value before the data is read. Thus, if such
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FOR EACH OF UP.TO 5 INPUT PRODUCTIONLE%_L,_,




",- - " COMPUTERDT&EANDPRODUCTIONCOSTSFOR Th_
NID._ZROF AIRCRAFT DF_IANDr_DPLUS TEST
• -__ _HIC;.ES.
' l /CALL COSTPR_': . PRINT COMPUTED COSTS|













"' AND SUSTAININGCOSTS;Ah'DTOTAL AVERAGE L_NITCOST.
-'- 2.
\
"" - _\ _ I P
.... / /CALLCOSYPR..../- • PRINT CO_2UTED COSTS-. _ ".-,
• : • .\
,"'. ..... _ CONSIDER I No LAST










• The ACCOST program next computes and prints a breakdown of manufac-
-'----_3o
_ turlng costs for up to five user-speclfied production levels. This cost
analysis provides information on the effect of the learning curve of
production costs on a component by component ba=is.
b
•' _ The ACCOST program n_=t does a cost analysis for the number of aircraft
demanded plus the number of test vehicles as specified by the user. A break-
down of RDT&E and production cost for this case are _omputed and printed.
4.
.... , The ACCOST program next analyzes costs associated with an array of 33
potential production levels. These levels, which are set in the ACCOST code
" __ " are: l, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, i0,20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,80, 90, I00,200,
' : 300,400,500,600,700,8qo,900,1,000,1,200,1,400,1,600,1,800,and
",}
2,000. For each of these production levels, average unit manufact_zrlngcosts
\ _
_\ " , _ are computed for the airframe, propulsion, and avionics systems.. In\
"' k'- . 'i
addition, RDT&E and sustaining costs are computed; and total average unit
cost is computed.
t
Subroutine COSTPR is called upon by ACCOST to print the computed costs
_ . .'+




.- Subroutine COSTPR i_ called by ACCOST to print each set of computed cost2
r . figures. The flow of the program logic for COSTPR is _hown in Figure 20.
The first time COSTPR is called during the _xecutioa o_ ACCOST, a title
describing the aircraft type being analyzed is read antlprinted. Then, the
_ "_ breakdown of component manufacturing costs for the fiv_ input levels of pro-









PRIST COST :USCLTS fOR THE nvt
I~PUT PRODCCTION It\~lS ~~D fOR
THt ~~~ER O~~~DED.
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PRINT COST VERSUS Gr~\7ITY DATA























Figure 20 Flo~~hart of Subroutine COSTP~ L~gic
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On the second call to COSTPR, the table for printing the cost versus
quantity results is set up, and the results for the first of the 33 preset
./.;.>---4 production levels is printed. Each subsequent call to COSTPR prints the




A flowchart for subroutine ACPRICE is shown in Figure 21. This routine
_'" incorporates the aircraft price determination equations described in Section
. ll.B. The computed aircraft price is based upon the user input values of
/:
"_ '; "'_t the following parameters: average national price/cost index, airplane
/ "_" " type, aircraft empty weight, total passenger capacity, type of engines,
• i ' "' b
J\ I-, number of main engines, engine design shaft horsepower, thrust per engine,
")- _'.-i" totalweightof engines,andyearof introductionintoservice.
/ 4 :'_
:' As previously mentioned, the aircraft price computed by ACPRICE is not
._.. o
" usedin thesubsequentcashflowanalysis.It is overriddenby inputof an
..../ alrcrafI:price in subroutine INPLANT.
\/ •
, ' CAEHFLW
, SubroutineCASHFLWis calledby INPLANTto estimatethenet monthlyj _,
_" , cash flow that the manufacturer can expect to receive from manufacturing
•/ q
.. aircraft.A flowchartof theprogramlogicfor CASH_IWIs shownin Figure22.
---_ Each uime CASHFLW is called by the driver program II_LANT, costs and
revenues are spread over the months of production, and the difference
\ between them calculated. CASHFLW calls three subroutines to spread
""' the cost and revenue data: RDTE (RDT&E cost factors), CO_?COS (production












, )' Yes RETURN
-' __ ..._,No
i
' _ " i CO._UTE ESTimaTES FOR: AIR-
, PLANE DEVELOP._NT COSTS, UNIT
i." PRODUCTIONCOSTS,MARKET
I ' _ ' PLACE PRICE, AIRPLANE PRICE
'_ "!_ BY SL\'£COST,ENGINEPRICE,
,. AIRFRAME WEIGHT, AIRCRAFT
, \ PRICE, AND AIRPLANE PRICE.
- L _°__ _'c_-_J
Figure 21 Flowchart o£ Subroutine ACPRiCE Logic
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, A flowchart of subroutine RDTE logic is shown in Figure 23. This
routine is called CASHFLW to distribute five RDT&E cost components over
designated time periods. Airframe design and engineering costsD subsystem
development costs, and avionics development costs are distributed uniformly
/i over the 42 month period ending with the month production starts. Propul-
sion development costs are distributed evenly over the 52 month period
! ending wlth the month production starts. Development support costs are
I





! ! REVENL_// / SubroutineREVENUEis calledby CASHFLWto computerevenue(income)
,#
i
:_ flows over time (individually and cumulatively by month) for aircraft to
:i
be produced. A flowchart of the program logic for REVEh_E is shown ini
/
/ Figure 24. Revenue is generated by payments of 5 percent of market pri_e
on order, 70 percent on delivery, and 25 percent evenly spread in months
between order and delivery.i
COl_OS
The Iogieal flow of subroutine COMPOS is shown in Figure 25. This
, routine is called by CASHFLW to allocate aircraft manufacturing costs and
I
sustaining production costs over ti=e for all aircraft produced. Each
of the cost components are allocated uniformly over a twelve month period
ending on the month of production for the unit. Seven of the sustaining
production cost components are taken to be equal for each unit produced, i.e.,
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Figure 25 Flowchart of Subroutine COMCOS Logic
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Iunits produced. These costs are facilities,operationalground support
equipment,productionaircraft technicaldata, miscellaneousequipmena,
i operationaltrainingequipment,initialflight crew training,and initialtransportation. The remainingthree sustainingproductioncost components
(i.e., operational spares, sustaining engineering, and _ustaininB tooling),
as well as aircraftmanufacturingco&is, are computedon a unit to unit
basis depending on the currentpositionon the learningcurve.
INTROR
SubroutineINTROR is called by INPLANT to compute and print the internal
rate of return;and to print tables o£ cost components(RDT&Eand production),
income, and cash flow for each r_onthwithin the ye_'_rs1975 - 2005. If the
I user specifiesthat these tablesare to be printed, individualmonthly figures
and accumulatedfiguresby month are printed. The subroutineINRR is called
_e
,_ to calculatethe internalreturnon invastm,;ntbased on the income and cost
/ figures. A flowchartof the program logic for I._ROR is shown in Figure 26./
/
/ . INRR/
SubroutineINRR is calledby INDOOR 1o cozputeand print the internal
rate of returncorrespondingto the cash flow genera_'edby subroutineCASHFLW.
A flowchartof the programlogic for INRR is sho_n in Figure 27.
-- _ The iterativeprocedureutilizesa current experimentalrate of return
_ (R) and its two iteratlvepredecessors(KP.and P!IR).Also utilized is the
sum of the discountedcash flow (S[_()which is biased by -0.009 to
/,
obtain K and its two iterativepredecessorbiased sums (K)[and K/iK)for test
• purposes. The procedureis initializedby selectinga small initialvalue
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i_ flow is positive or uegatlve respectively), An incremental change value
.li'_. for rate of return used during iteration is DELTAR (_0,001),
_'li| The iteracive portion of the procedure use_ the current value of R
and generates the _um of the discounted preoent value of the cash flow under
examination (SUM), The biased sum (K-ABS(SUM)-O,009) is also calculated,
If KER-K, the iteration procedure is completed and a final test io made to
aele=t the appropriate vatue for R (if _ is greater than k_¢K, R is act
equal to RRR; and if KK-KKK, R is set equal to RR). If KKR is not equal to
K, the iteration procedure continues by storing the past t_;o value_ o£ R
and K (into RR and RRR, and KK nnd K_,respectively). If the current value
of K is less than or equal to IE-32, or if SLY-O, the procedure a!so termi-
f nate_. Otheryise the vrXue for R i_ increased or decreased by D_LTAR
, (-O.001) depending on whether the discounted cash flow sum (SLY.i)is positive
or negatlve,respectlvely. The iteration procedure then contlnue_ as
t
described previously until one of the three ter_inatlon conditions is
met. At termination, both the values of the internal rate of return (R)
and the biased sum of the discounted present value of the cash flow (K)
are printed.
Additional prograr_=er-orlenteddocumentation is provided In the
appendices, In Appendix A, definitions of the common blocks and variables
are provided. A listing of the FOR._RANcode for the routines is provided
in Appendix D.
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I!_ The inputdata to theAirfrnm_Hanufacturer_oduleis in card
i_ format and is read from logical units 4 and 8. The inpu_ files are
ii_ originally read from input (unit 5) by Subroutine UNIT04as called by!?
BET. They are the first two d_ta file= in the input data Subroutine
UNITO4_rttes the input filQ to units 4 and 8 from which they are read
by the Airframe Manufacturer Module.
The input file is described in Table 10, where a description of each
entry in this file is provided. Cards l, 2, and 5 are input using the
,
FORT_d_Na=e!ist mod_which allows the input of constant values for all
or only some of the variables specified by the n_med list. Variables and
their values can appear in the input stream in any order in the form ",_2fE =
VALUE,"where NAI_ can be a variable na_, an array name, or an array
' element name, and where VALUEcan be a single constant or a list of con-
stants when NAMEis an array name or an array element name. Only columns
2 through 80 of the input cards may b_ used (colu_ 1 must be blank). The
input list begins with "$N?_LIST" followed by at least one blank character,
followed by the desired list of input variables (N_J._= VALUE,), and ter-
minated by a "$". This format allows the selective changing of some (or
I all) of the input parameters, without specifying values for all the input
variables as is the case with fixed format inputs.
Cards i, 2, and 5 contain input for namellsts INPUT1, INPUT2, and IN,
respectively. Table i0 contains the default values for the various parameters
The FORTRAN Namellst mode is a nonstandard FORTRAN feature available
at most computer installations. However, exact input de£ails may vary
among installations, so appropriate reference manuals should be consulted.
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7which are assumed when rhc user does not specify a pnrar.ctervalue. These
default values have been initialized in theproBram using data statements.
iil Cards _ and 2 are read In by subroutine ACCOST, while card 3 Ls read
by subroutine COSTPR. Cards 4, 5, and 6 are read by subroutine ACPRICE.
The data on these six cards reside on logical unit A. Card B is rend by






INPUT DATA FOR THE AIRI_d_,ME ,_UFACTURER EODDL_
D_fault ,
_; Car__d Value Parameter For_r Description
1. 4.0 E_ Real Nut.bet of mnin enBine_.
1 O.gO MAC_ Real ld_xi_m design flight math nut.her
(decimal).1 1.0 PN Real Not used.
1 None T Real Thrust per engine at sea level
in pounds.
1 0.0 WACS Real Air conditioning system weight.
l 0.0 WAEP,O Real Aerodynamic control system weight.
i 0.0 WAfrrlC Real Antl-lclng syste_ weight.
l 0.0 WAVION Real Avionics ay3tem weight.
0.0 N'BODY Rea! Fuselage weight.
1 0.0 NELCAD Real Electric power conversion and
distribution system weight.
1 0.0 WE_ Real E=pennage welgh_.
l 0.0 W_AC_ Real Engine accessories weight.
1 0.0 NENG$ Real Engines total weight.
1 0.0 WFUSY3 Real Fuel system weigh=.
1 0.0 WFUTOT Real Total fuel weight.
1 0.0 WGROSS Real Aircraft gross takeoff weight.
1 0.0 NIiANDL Real Lead and handling system weight.
1 0.0 WIP_CAD Real Hydraulic power _onversion and
distribution system _elght.
1 0.0 WINST Real Instrument system weight.
1 0.0 NLG Real Alighting gear system weight.
1 0.0 I_GCON Real Alighting gear controls weight.
I 0.0 WLGSTR Real Alighting gear structure weigh=.
I 0.0 NLGTP_ Real Weight of tires.
1 0.0 WLGW_L Real _eelo and brake weigh=.
l 0.0 _ACEL Real Enginenacellesweight.
l 0.0 _TACCO Real Passenger acco,c_..odation_weight.





Car.__dd Value Parameter Forrmt Description
I 0.0 WPOWZR Real Auxiliary power system weight.
1 0.0 hrrP_VS Real Thrust reverser weight.
1 0.0 h_ING Real Wing weight.
1 0.0 NPAYL Real Ha_Irmn payload weight.
1 0 INLG Integer Indicate: for landing gear
component brealuto_l.
(If set _ I, then _G is computed
as the sum of h_GSTR, WLGCON,
WLG_L, and WLGTRS. )
2| 0.10 ADI Real Avionics development cost (omit
if this cost to be computed).
2 0.i0 AGEOI Real Operational ground support
equipment cost (omit if this cost
to be computed).
2 0.I0 AGEPI Real Ground support equloment deve!opment
cost (omitif thiscost:o be
computed).
! 2 1.0 CFACS Real Complexity factor for air
conditioning system.
2 1.0 CFAERO Real Complexity factor for aerodynamic
control system.
2 l.O CFANTC Real Complexity fat:or for antiTicing
system.
2 1.0 CFAVON Real Complexity factor for avionics
system.
2 l.O CFBODY Real Complexityfactor for aircraft
fuselage.
2 1.0 CFELCD Real Complexity factor for electrical
distribution system.
2 1.0 CFLMP Real Complexity factorfor_mpennage
structure.
2 1.0 CFLNAC Real Complexity fa,:torfor engine
accessories.
2 1.0 CFENG Real Complexity factor for airbreathing
engines.
2 1.0 CFFUSY Real Complexityfactorforthe fuel
system.







Car_d Value Pare_ter For_._t Descriptfon
2 1.0 CFh'YCD _al Complexity factor for =he hydraulic
Byste_.
2 1.0 CFINST Real Co_Icx!ty factor for the
instru_at system.
2 1.O CFLG Raal Co=plexity factor for _llghtinG
gear sFstem.
2 1.0 C_AC Real Co, lenity factor for engine
nacelles.
2 1.0 CFPACC Real Co_plexity factor for passenger
acco_=odations.
2 1.0 C_NCD Real Co=plex_ty factor for pneuma_ic
aystem.
2 ,.0 C_OW Real Co=plexity factor for auxiliary
power system.
2 1.0 CFTREV Real Complexity factor for thrust
• r_verse_.
2 1.0 CF_/ING Real Complexity factor for wing structure.
2 1.0 CONFIG Real Cor_lexity factor for airframe
engin_cing.
2 1.0 CrJI Real Cost _cr aircraft engines (o_t
if cosf: to be computed).
2 0.13 AFSPAO Real Airfrar_e spares factor for
• production phase.
t. 2 0.4 "NSPAO Real Main engine spares factor for
production phase.
t 2 0.4 ENSPAR Real Main engine spares factor for
RDT&Ephase.
2 0.0 FACI Real Production facilitiescost.
2 0.10 FEE Real ,Manufacturer fee factor.
2 0.10 FIOI _eal Plight test operation cost (omit
if cost to be computed).
2 0.20 FVSPAR Real Flight test vehicle spares factor.
2 0.10 GTSPAR Real Ground test vehicle spares factor.
2 6 ICOh'Z.G Integer Indicator for aircraft type
(6-_ubsonic,7-prototype,
8-_upersonlc).
2 1 _DATA Integer Not used.





Card Value Parameter Format Description
2 I IPROD integer Indicator (l=productlon, O-
prototype tooling).
2 0 IOPS Integer Indicator for operational program
(!-_o_rcial, 0=other).
2 80.0 LEA_ Reak Airframe learning curve £actor.
2 80.0 LEARNA Real Avionics learning curve factor.
2 90.0 L_RNP Real Engine learning curve factor.
2 1 NCREW Integer Number in flight crew.
2 5 NDATA Integer Number of production levels to
by anelyzed (from 1 to 5).
2 1.0 NFV Integer Number flight test vehicles to
be produced,
2 1.0 NG Integer Number ground test vehicles.
2 0.0 NOCON Integer Number of concept formulation
contractors.
2 0.0 NOCONI Integer Number of contract definition
contractors.
150.0 NOENG Integer Number of concept formulation
engineers.
2 500.0 NOENGI Integer Number of contract definition
engineers.
0.75 NOYRS Integer Number of years for concept
formulation.
2 1.0 NOYRSI Integer Number of years for contract
definition.
2 1.0 NV Integer Number operational vehicl_s
demanded (as determined by BET)
minus the number of flight test
vehicles.
2 1.O NVEII(1) Integer Production levels to be analyzed,
I-1 to 5 (the input value for
NVEH(1) must equal i).
2 0.i0 PDTJI Real Propulsion _evelopment cost
(o_lt if cost to be computed).
2 -- RATE Real The value of this variable always
defaults to the maximum monthly
aircraft production ra=e determined
by PbkN_.





Card Value Parameter For_t Description
2 15.0 K_ Real Tooling labor rate in dollars
per hour,
2 0.0 SUBS¥I Real Subsystems development cost
(o=it if this cost to be co=_uted).
2 1.0 TOOC Real Co_plexlty factor for tooling.
2 0.0 XAVD Real Avionics development factor.
2 0.05 XFASSY Real Final assembly checkout cost
factor.
2 0.20 XNEW Real Miscellaneous equipment development
factor.
3 None TITLE(8) 8AI0 Titleto be printedon _anufacturlng
costtable.
4 None COHENT(8) 8AI0 Title to be printed on price
estimation results tabla.
5 0.06 API Real Average a_nual increase in
national price/cost index.
5 None EN Real Number of main engines.
5 None FEE Real Not used.




I 4=turboprop rransvorts,5=general av£at±on,
6-supersonlc transport.t 5 None IENGS Integer Indicatorforenginet)_e,l=turboJez and turbofan,2-turboprop, 3=reelproeating,
4=airbreathixlg.
} 5 None NVHF Integer Not used.
5 None PN Real Total passen_;er capacity.
5 None T Real Thrust per engine (omit if IENG _ i).
5 None WE Real Aircraft empty weight.
5 None WENGS Real _gines totalweight.
5 None YEAR Real Year of intrcductlon into service.






Card Value Parameter Ferret Description
6 None C0_(8) 8AZO Special co=-ent card. Enter
ZZZZZZZZZZif aircraft price
estimationprocess is net to be
repeated. Othervise, repeat
card 5 and 6 enteringdata to be
used durln_ next price esti=atton
in subroutineACPRICE for the
currentaircraft type.
Note: Cards 1 through6 must b_
repeated for each new aircraft
type, in the sar.e orde_ as defined
in BET.
7 -- End-of-filemark.
8 None PO F20.O Initialaircraftprice in milllons
of dollars.
" 8 None DELTAP F20.0 Incrementfor aircraftprice in
' millions of dollars.
Note: Card 8 must be repeated for
each new aircraft type,lnthe
i same order as defined in BiT.9 -- End-of-filemark.
Note: The card input to the Fleet
AccountingYmdule followscard 9.
*All weights are in pounds and costs in millionsof dollars,unless
otherwisespecified.
iCard I containsinput data for Namellst IN?UTI. }_re than one
card may actually be required.
§Card2 containsinpun data for Namelist LNPUT2. ,Morethan one
card may actuallybz required.
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Excerpts from the outputof the sampleproblem (seeSection V) are
provided in Tables ii through21. Theme tables illustratethe typesof
output for the Airframe.ManufacturerModule,which includesstatisticson
demand, productionscheduli1_g,productioncosts,rates of returnon in-
vestment,aircraftprice estimations,and individualand cumulativemonthly
cost, income.,and cash flow data.
The output for each new e%rcrafttype begius with a printout of the
numberof aircraftdemanded in each of the 30 years beginningwltb the
year the alrcraf=was flrsu demanded. Then, the lengthof the demand
period in years is printed, that is, the number of years from the first
to the last year of nonzerodemand. This output,which is illustratedin
Table ii, is computed and printedby subrouuineIN'PLANT.
Next, resultsof computat%onsto de=erminethe prod-orionschedule
are printedby subroutinePLANT. This printout is illustratedin Table 12.
For each _ossibleyearlybreakpointof the demandperiod into two periods,
the numbe_of aircraftdemanded and the computed=_nthly productionrates
for each of the two periodsare printed. The final entries in Table 12
are the productionrates determinedto be best and the month computedas the
best to start production (_nth i - January 1975).
The next informationWhich is printedprovides the user with the values
of the parametersused in the cost computations. This information,
illustratedin Tables 13 and l&, is printedby subroutineACCOST. Table 13
contains the valuesof the variablesin namellstsIN-PUT1and INPUT2. Table
14 also provides a printoutof the valuesof many of these came variables.
It also prints the value of TOVERW (aircraft£hrustover weightratio) and
102
Table 11
SA._LE PRINTOUT OF _I_RAFT DEHA1/DINFOPJ_.TION
o
,)° , .0 ,. O_
O. ;:.. ., • . ..,
O. "* .* ')0 ",_o
i ..........
Table 12
SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF PRODUCTION SCHEDULING RESISTS
! TnTAL .q_'_,,_lq "gP F:TOST Dr oTr}n., 3_.
oop.r)l,"TTn,,I OATE I::'1= iST ", _.,,Ir, oFoIOg _I'_P=.':TIVELY TS • 7, !')
II TrlT_,L O.-'.uANnFnp FI_FT :3E:;'Ion • _I
TrlTS! n_H_,N9 =0_ TH_'q AIoPP/,PT • _72
TnT6L DTu._40 FF_ fIRST o=.olOP. = 25G
T3T_L n-',,1_.Hn I:OR s_cr_'r) _=oTon _ 67_.
TOT61 II-M{NO FOo T.TS 5IgrpAFT • =.7_
•_ ,or_I/_TI"PI'M _,AT_' =n.l_ IST ,', _ OEOlO0 aES.OECTTVELY IS • 7, _.1
Tr]T_L n=_SNn FO_ FI_;ST o_Ir}P_ • 365
T'IT&I. n_.ukNrl pr}_ S_CrlNn O;olr_n . 5L7
ooq0,1CTTn_ _T._: _n_ ],ST ,. _Nn oEoInq _ESPErTIVEL_. IS - _, :1
T,_V_.L n_:Me_,l?_FrJP I:[Rq.T oE_or _ = _5
T'}TSI.P;.'_Nr_ _IP sECnNn o;Q['],O • q3o
TqTSL _=M_Nq Fr_o THOR ,_T_rP61:T • _TZ
oonn, lrrT._N _TE cq_ ;.ST ", 2_10 o_I_q _;'_P_CTIVELY T.S - _._ *._
TOTAL p_MSN0 FOP ¢I_T oc_TC_q ,, 58_
oon_}*IrTl_ P,e,T_: prjl_ IST " ?_r) oE_In._ o;.S;'_CTTVELV T_ • _, 12
TgT^L n,r..'_AN9Fn_ FrPqT _E._Irl r) = 72_
TqT_L n=-_.Nn pnp S_CONn _-p-_nn - ._4_
T_]T61 r_=H_Nn crJp THIS ,_I_'¢o_FT = _72
DRQglL'.T_'_" R_T c. FgP .,.ST ,, 2M0 _.oln] _ESOECTIVELY IS - o, :2
•' T.gT_L PEM_N9 FOP _I_T _EoIqO - 5Gq
TgT_I n:.HaN_ l:qp SECOND oERlnn - 283
T']TI_ n_H6k_ r_ _:_J_ TH[_ 8/or.OSPT = 07_
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the propulsion development cost (PDTJ) for the number of new alrcraft demanded
(_ + NVF).
Tables 15 though 17 illustrate results of the airframe manufacturer
cost analyses perforned in subroutine ACCOST. The tables are printed in
subroutine COSTPR. The costs presented in these tables are computed by
using the airframe mnnufacturer cost equations given in Section III.A (Cost
Determination).
Table 15 contains computed aircraft _anufacturing cost components for
each of the production levels (up to five) input by the user (input varlabie
NVEII(I)). These costs do not include the manufacturer's fee. Table 16 provides
a breakdm;n of research, development, test, and evaluation costs; aircraft
manufacturing costs; and sustaining production costs for the number of vehicles
C
¢_ demanded (NV + N_F). In addition, _ breakdo_ o_ first unit aircraft manu-
facturing costs are provided.
Table 17 pro€ides cost versus quantity data. At the top of this table,
several program variables are printed. Then, costa are printed for var!ous
_' levels of production. The first column shows that number of vehicles corres-
/
pending to the da_a in =hat row. The second, third, and fourth columns show
average unit manufacturing costs for the airframe, propulslo_ and avionics
I
systems, respectlvely. The flf:h column, unit _ost, i: the sum of the pre-
vious three colurns plus final asse=bly and checkout costs and _anufacturer's
fee. Cumulative manufacturlng costs are shown in column slx, _ile total
(includlnR fee) RDT&E costs and sustaln_ng costs are shown in columns seven
and eight, respectively. The final column shows the average total cost per




SA/_PL_ FRI.Y_O_IO! AIR_tA_r I_AHUFACT_ItlI_ COST CX_PIPO_ I_Y F_]D_CTIO_ l,_V_'[L
P_DI)CE_ E)I_GT PPOP-cA_ 1767-762)
qeF&KnOwq _€ _UqUtJTTV_ x&HU©t_TUefq5 CO$T. R(ttr_qs _F OnLtle$
H'I_E; 3_ vE.ICL(q 1. _0 1030 100. 600.
" _I_ 3o8870 12eZdTq 13Z,7366 224.3q33 367.3101
"_DY 5Te_T)_aE **4739 1_.t5_5 118)Z_4 zsq,_sq* *ZZ*7690
"tJNDIN_ G_&R 1e]_34 4e2_03 35e7?_G 7_eIZ_g _ZTe_S7Z
")_PULgIO_ 5v_T£_ ( 5.9eZTt € 2Z)31_! ( ZSg.3_31 ( 637,4977) ( 1124_zgGg)
_,Ct_E_ 3) 4311 12)_103 14_e7_93 _65._I_7 644e7911
T_e)iST BEVER_E_ 2.q66_ 9.2377 136.92_8 26Z. 7_OZ qb3.q568
__, AEtOQYNs_r Co_eoLs ($1JeFAPE ¢OHT_Otq$ 1e_1)* )el7&* Z6)73ZO 58e341& 95e_73g
0
-HYD_AJ/LI_ )_g47 1,8_77 lS,Yle6 34.31_ 5b,IQ43
AI_ C_TT_I_G egQ3Z 3,11g2 _60ZS11 97.3_!_ g3.8_7
-_HTI-JCIq_ o11_0 03612 300395 6,6344 1600671
_L_JQY )flW[P $OUgC_ le_019 5,C307 42033_Z _e*bq3 1510370d
PAS_E)4_ES tCCO_fl_ATI_K5 6eg_54 Zletq6q IOZ.)l_7 39J1614S 65Z.5_77
EQUT_e[qT ,_526 1,_1_ 11._Zl 2601757 4Z.7678
_NST&tLATJOH ,G361 01134 .9_5 Zor_4_ 3.41Z_
AVIOq_C_ ( Z,20901 f 6.g3761 ( 5_,35_51 ( .ZZ?._lq3) ( 205.7469)
_OUI_,_HT Z.9_S 6._2_o 5_.3719 11_,0_ 193)3213
..... (_rAtL_TI_ .Ib3Z ,SzZ7 _,3|_5 _._Z)_ 15,4Z56
L_I_ I.+ ._.OLt._ .;1Z3 ,_187 .3Z56 .711! 1.1640
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Table 17
.,_kT_LE PRIb'T(X]T OF' COSTS VEJlSO5 PB.OD;JCTIONL£V'_L
A[PeLA_E CqST VERSUS OIJ&NTITY
H_, &Z_eAFT 067, PR_OUCTIq_ RATE ACI_Q 12,C0 TEST &C 5, pmOGplq TYPE PRO_)CTTQM m_RCENT PRgFXT OeO
IVE,,_ ._A_._:i_5 ......................... n _r _ E " _HT__-_--_ ...........................
.__T_ T_" .AIR[R_HE PqqPULS[_N AV!OH_ uNrT COST CU_ULAT| VE COSTS COSTS CqST
1 2604_62 _09827 2,6977 3609_ 36,q_ 1_49,66 17_qT 11G4_26
3 19.2822 4.q013 1.96_b 27045 _035 EL7b.qT 14_.55 _3_.6_
5 16,b361 4,_674 1,694_ 23,94 119,69 10_00_3 _21,_9 Z_5,_
....... 6 15,7_Z5 _0'3220 1,6_7_ 2_,_0 136_79 1095,9_ _0,59 Z4702Z
T I_._5_ 4.ZOET 1,537_ 2L._ 1S3014 _1_o036 ?76.47 21_0_7 i
_ 1_.u377 4.0154 1.4293 Z_._b 1_4.11 11_7.6P 321._* 170.25 .........
h_ 10 l_.bl_S 309393 I.3e69 19._9 19_,qO 1110.qi 34_42 Ib_,l_
Z_ 11.1_53 3°_73_ 1o13_2 lb.5_ 33_,_4 1132,22 492,_4 97,Tq
_.. 3_ 9.9131 301273 I*oCgT l_*_b _5,7_ 114304_ 601009 73°IC
4P 9.1214 3.0631 .9292 13.77 550.02 115_01_ 691037 _9093
. 649.19 _1.62090 769017 11063
60 0.1139 Z._4_8 0926_ iZ,35 74_033 1169.34 83900T 45._ ....
70 7,760_ 2.7673 079q_ 11.80 831.89 117,089 931.22 _h57
8_ T.4bb7 2,701d 076_ 11,47 917.97 1179.76 96_09_ 39,_6
• . 90 7.2169 _.643_ o7351 11013 iO0103L 11_4.11 1019.13 35.61
1_ T._,.3_ Z._q3_ 07130 IO._Z 10_2.27 115_.04 1_Z.43 33,&3
Z_ 5,7Z99 Z,Ze73 eS_36 9._3 1e_,15 1715.00 I_IZ,_6 _Z,07
-- _GC-- " S;Oqb* Z.IZSO °51_1 8.13 243_.26 1231.6_ 1866.69 1_o_6
4_0 *.68_9 Z,CIbq ,4777 ?,54 301T,_9 124_.8e ZIT_obZ 16010
_00 4.3971 1.9369 .4_79 701Z 3_60.4_ 125306_ 2_6,.10 14._
bOO 4.1714 1.873_ ,4249 6.79 4J76,19 1261.73 2731,01 13,45
7=0 3,q_97 1°_Z_1 ,40_4 6,_3 4570,31 1266.71 2903.94 12,60
___000 3.5397 1.77B_ .391U . . 6.31 _046.8_ 1276.84 3ZZS.B_ 11.93
q_ .... 3.7!J3 1.T4_9 .3779 6.1? _5G_.45 1290.3Z 3_8.T1 11.39
1_30 3.59_ 1.7_79 ,_bbb 5.96 _957,3? lZ_5.Se 36_4.0_ 13.93 i
1200 3._143 1.65_3 .347_ 5.69 6q2Z.IS 1291097 4116.19 1_.19
ItO0 3._656 1.bOb7 .33Z_ 3.47 7651.25 1301.45 45Z_._I 9o63
l_OD 3.1,20 1._68_ ,32J_ 5.Z_ 0450._7 130_.£3 49_.0_ 9.1,
1_00 _.0308 1.5351 .3093 5,13 _Z25._1 1313091 533_059 q,_
_20_ ..... _.q_5B IoEDb_ 0300_ 4099 9979°9_ 131_.Zl _6_[.Ex _.40
Printed results of the aircraft price estimation process appear next in
the output. These results are illustrated in Table 18. They are computed
and printed by subroutine ACPRICE. The methodology described in Section lll.A
(Aircraft Price Determination)are used to compute these results,
i The next printed information is illustrated in Table 19. This
table contains the following:
• The first llne (printed by subroutine COMPCOS) contains ii cost
components (in millions),including the first unit manufacturing
cost plus sustaining costs OS, FAC, SE, ST, AGEO, TDO, F_Q, OT
IT, and TRI for NV + NFV vehicles.
..... • The next 21 lines are the trial rates of return and residuals
(one llne for every 10th cycle) from the estimation of interval
rate of return by subroutine INP_R,the last llne indicating the
• £inal value estimated.
• The next llne is the restatementby subroutine INTROR of the
rate of return determined by the iteration process of subroutine
INRR.
I • Finally, the last line is output by subroutine INPb%NT and shows
the determined rate of return and the aircraft price (millions
of dollars) for which this rate of return was computed.
F urteen tables such as that illu_trated in Table 19 are printed.
The first for the input value of base aircraft price (PO). The others are
for aircraft prices de_ermined by incrementing the price upward by the
input price increment (DELTA2).
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Table 18
SAHPLE PRINTOUT OF AIRCRAFT PRICE ESTIIdATIONRESULTS '"
-- F<:TT'_ATt:D ATPPLtNF _EVEI..qPM_NT CO_T, HTLLTDN_ __7Z,_5.'.-7
":-STTMATFr) AIPPL&NE I;HTT pROr]tIr, T[ON CfiST, '4ILLXON$ Z7,54_4
FSTIHATEFt _IP.PLAN.; HADKET pLAr. E PqIc_ lg,l'tSO
£_;TiHATFt"I AI_PL_N_ P_IC_ RY _EAT CqST, HILLTONS_I-SI:P_I(II} 1_,037g :
E_TTHATEr_ EHG[_ '-e, TqTAL PRICE 3,0033
ESTTMATFD ATRrPA_.€ PQTC-'. 25,9R___
AT_rPA_r WEIGHT I_ 5.57J,O_G
ESTtMAT'EO AIQPL_N_ PRTCF 25,98Q2
...... _--.-_....._ .._-- Lj _ : - _..-
Table 19
SAI_LE FRIt;TOUTOF IITTEI_ALRATEOY P,EI"UB_I;3_ULTS
".3692_02 e_biS_+03 ge .0_29E_33 eS_Q7_C3 o8L71E_O3 ,1076E_03 olt_bE+L2 e36_£#22 .Z616_u3 e3S93_bZ
____ ..... _I_.93_'L9___.._ ............................................................................
-eOlqO000 433t._O3273q
-+03900e0 479_eR6_511_
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-,oSqO_u 91Z_o3_e360q
-,07_0000 _9_S.02_I0
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)Next, 31 tables similar to those illustrated in Table 20 are printed,
one for each year from 1975 through 2005. For each month of the year,
this table shows, in millions of dollars, five RDT&E cost components (ADEE,
SUBSYS, AD, PDTJ, DS_ manufacturer's income (i.e., revenue), aircraft manu-
facturing cost (OV), ten sustaining producticn cost components (OS, FAC,
SE, ST, AGEO, TDO, _Q, OT, IT, TRI),and cash flow for the demand schedule
and number of vehicles demanded.
Finally, 31 tables similar to that illustrated in Table 21 are printed.
These tables are identical to the previously described tables except they
provide cumulative data instead of individual monthly data. After the
last of these tables, the rate of return on investment for the last air-
craft price and the last aircraft price are printed. The tables illustrated
in Tables 20 and 21 are printed by subroutine L'/rROR.
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i IV AIR CARRIER MODULE
|
' The Air Carrier _f_duleprovides a tool for analyzing the financial
I feasibility of an airline purchasing and operating an aircraft. The module
provides a methodology for computing the air carrier costs and revenues
over the economic life of the aircraft, performing a cash flow analysis, 8hd
computing an internal rate of return on investment. The Air Carrier Module
includes models for estimating direct and indirect operating expenses and
techniques for aceountinB for initial investment, purchase loan repayments,
depreciation, and tax expenses. The salvage value of the aircraft at the
end of its economic llfe is treated as a capital gain.
The program for the Air _arrler Module contains bits and pieces of
code that would suggest that the module was intended to be quite general
and flexible. However, these generalization3 are not fully implemented.
Hence, the program that is actually workable is quite limited. In describ-
in_ the Air Carrier Module, only the workable program code is treated.
Extraneous unworkable code is not documented, but remains in the program
code.
Descriptions of the mathematical modeling methodology, program logic,
input, and output of the Air Carrler Module follow. In addition, a listing
of the program code for this module is prcvlded in Appendix D.
A. Methodolos_
The methodology, as currently implemented, provides for analysis of
the costs and revenues an airline will experience in purchasing and operat-
ing one aircraft. Based on a set cf parameters, which are assigtledvalues




cglculates direct, indirect, and total operating costs; repayment schedule
for the financed portion of the aircraft purchase price; depreciation
schedules;net earningsbeforeinterestand taxes;interestand taxpayments;
cashflow;discountfactorsand discountedcashflow;net presentvalue;
tax adjustments(dueto losscarryovers);adjustedtaxpaymentsand cash
flows;and finallyinternalrateof returnon investmentbasedon thedis-
countedcashflow.
The Air CarrierModuleperformsa financialanalysisfora seriesof
aircraftprices. The aircraftpriceis initiallyset at $5,000,Q00.After
/
theanalysisbasedon the initialpricehasbeenperformedand results
printed,theaircraftpriceis increasedby $2,500,000and theanalysisis
._ repeated,with the finalaircraftpriceanalyzedbeing$30,000,000.
Tn developingthemethodology,severalassumptionshavebeen "hard-
wired"intothecode. Specifically,theinitialinvestmentcost (portion
of aircraftpricenot financed)is set equalto 40 percentof theprice,
and thefinancedcostis set equalto 60 percentof theprice. The annual
inflationrateis set eq,elto zero,and theannualrevenueis set at
$7,500,000.Valuesarealsoset for economicllfe(15years),re3idual
value fraction (0.15), and interest rate (10%). The program code does not,
in general, allow the user to modify these assunptlons simply.
The methodology for performing the financial analysis includes models
for estimating direct and indirect operating expenses. Descriptions of
these models follow:
Direct Cost Calculations





L turblne-powered transport airplanes. This model limits direct operating
costs to flylnq costs (flight crew, fuel and o11, and insurance costs)
and direct flight equipment maintenance costs (labor, material, and
maintenance burden).
The methodology for calculnting direct operating costs is based upon
parameters which describe aircraft physical and operational characteristics.
i Theseparameterswhichare inputsto the costmodelare:i
ADCC = Costs of added flight crew (over 2),dollars.
z
• / I
.'. A_ - Air maneuver time, hours.
CLS - Climbspeed,mph.
COFL - Cost of fuel, dollars per pound.
COIL = Cost of oil,dollarsper gallon.¢
CRS = Cruisespeed,mph.
D1 = Distance at maximum payload point on range-payload
diagrams, miles.
D2 - Distanceat _aximumpayloadpointon range-payload
diagrams, miles.
DESS = Descent speed, mph.
F1 - Fuel at maximum payload point on range-payload
diagrams, pounds.
F2 = Fuel at _ximu_m fuel point on range-payload diagr_s,
pounds.
FCK = Basic flight crew cost factor (for a crew of 2), dollars.
6q_r - Ground maneuver time, hours.
H - Cruise altitude, feet•
"Standard Method of Estimating Comparative Direct Operating Costs of Turbine




NRCREW - Number in crew.
NRENGN = Number of engines.
NRSEAT'= Number of seats.
NSL = Number of flight stage lengths (up to 12).
RCH - Rateof climbat cruisealtitude,feetperminute.
I RCSL - Rateof climbat sealevel,feetperminute,RL = _Mintenanc_ labor rate, dollars per hour.
L, SL(1) - Distance for the Ith stage length (I - i to NSL), miler.
T = Time factorin enginelaborcostcalculations.i
U - Annualutilizationper aircraftin blockhours.
I VA = Airframecost,dollars.
C VE - Unitenginecost,dollars."
_M - Aircraftemptyweight,pounds.
WEN - Unit engine weight pounds.
WGR - Gross vehicle weight, pounds,
Usingtheseinputparameters,variousoperationalcharacteristicsand
directoperatingcostsare computedfor eachof theflightstagelengths.
The operationalcharacteristicsincludespeed,time,and fuelconsumption,
. whichare computedusingthefollowinZ equations:
CLI_ TIME(hours)





CRT(I) = ((SL(1) + 0.015 * SL(1)) - (CLS * CLT + DES_ * DEST))/CRS,
if SL(_)< 1400
= ((SL(I) + 0.02 * SL(I) + 20.0) - (CLS * CLT + DESS * DEST))/
CP_S,if SL(I)> 1400
BLOCKTI}_ (hours)








• ' The equationsforcomputingfllgh_cre_,fueland oil,and hullinsurance
costsare:
FLIGHTCR.EWCOSTS(S/mile)
CFC(1) ,,(WGR * 5.0E - 5 + FCK)/BS(1)
where FCK ,,FCK + ADDC * (NRCREW - 2.0% if NRCREW > 2
FUEL AND OIL COSTS (S/mile)
CFO(1) - 1.02 * (COFL * BF(1) + NRENGN _ 0.135 * COIL * BT(1))/SL(1)
HULL INSUBANCE COSTS (S/mile)
CI(1)- .001* VT/(U* BS(1))
whereVT - VA + VE * .N'RENGN
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TOTAL FLIGHT OPERATIONS COSTS ($/r_le)
CFOP(1) = CFC(1) + CFO(1) + CI(i)
Direct maintenance costs are computed for the airframe and engines using
_ the following cost equations:
AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE LABOR COSTS (S/mile)
CLA(1) - RL * (FHAL * FLTT(1) + FC_ZL)/SL(1)
where WA - WEM - WEN * NRF2_GN
FCAL- (WA* (5.0E- 5) + 6.0 - 630.0/(120.0+ WA *
1.0£-3))
FRAL= 0.59* FCAL
AIRFRAME MAII_rENA_NCEMATERIAL COSTS (S/mile)
I CMA(1) = (FHA_I* FLTT(1) + FtAM)/SL(1)
where FCAM = VA * 6.24E - 6 * 0.5
j_
_e
,i FHAM- VA * 3.08E- 6 * 0.5
ENGINE }£_INTENANCELABOR COSTS (S/mile)
CLE(I)= PJJ* (FHEL* FLTT(1)+ FCEL)/SL(I)
,.
whereFCEL= (0.3+ T * 3.0_1-5)* NRENGN* 0.5
FHEL- (0.6+ T * 2.7E-5)* NRENCN* 0.5
ENGINEMAINTENANCEMATERIALCOSTS(S/mile.')
• CME(1) - (FHEM * FLTT(1) + FCEM)/SL(1)
/
where FCEM - VE * NRENGN * 2.OE-5
CHEM = VE * NRENGN * 2.5E-5
MAINTENANCE BURDEN (S/mile)
CMB(1) - 1.8 * (CLA(1) + CLE(1))
TOTAL DIRECT MAINTENANCE COSTS (S/mile)




Finally, several additional direct operating costs ratios are computed.
These include:
DEPRECIATION OF FLIGIITEQUIPMENT (S/mile)
CD(I) - 0
TOTAL COST PER AIRCRAFT MILE (dollars)
c_(z) - cFoP(I)+ cM(z)+ CD(Z)
COST PER FLIGIITHOUR (dollars)
" CFH(I) ,, CAM(I) * BS(1) * BT(I)/FLTT(1)
COST PER BLOCK HOUR (dollars)
" t CBH(Z)- CA_(1)* BS(Z)
COST PER AVAILABLE SEAT MILE (dollars)
, CASH(1) = CAH(1)INRSEAT
COST PER CRUISE MILE FOP THE AIRCRAFT (dollars)
CACM - (CAH(2) * SL(2) - CAM(l) * SL(1))/(SL(2) - SL(1))
COST PER TAKEOFF FOR THE AIRCRAFT (dollars)
CTO -, (CAI'I(1) - CACH) * SL(1)
COST PER CRUISE MILE PER SEAT (dollars)
CSCH ,, CACM/NRSE,_T
COST PER T,_KEOFF PER SEAT (dollars)
CSTO - CTO/NRSEAT
.. COST PER AIRCRAFT TRIP (dollars)
CPAT - CSTO + CACH * SL(1)
COST PER SEAT TRIP (dollars)
CPST " SCTO + CSCH * SL(1)
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The direct operating costs (flight s:_dmaintenance) are also computed
on a dollar per block hour basis. This is accomplished simply by multi-
plying the dollar per mile cost figures by the block speed (BS(1)).
The annual direct cost for an aircraft for use in the subsequent
financial analysis is taken to be the direct cost per block hour for the
first stage length, i.e., CBII(1), times the annual aircraft utillzation, U,
which is input by the user.
Indirect Cost Calculations
Within the OPLIFE model is embedded a methodology for estimating the
indirect operating costs for the following indirect operating expenses:
• Stewardess
• Passenger food
• Other passengers in-flight expenses
• Aircraft servicing
• Traffic servicing
• Reservations and sales
• Advertising and publicity
• Malntenance for ground, property, and equipment
• Depreciation and amortization of ground, property, and equipment
• Depreciation of r_intenance equipment
• General and administrative expense.
The methodology is based on a set of parameters which are inputs to
computer program. These parameters include:
i/ 126
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All = Flight operationsexpense (less_entals) in dollars
per block hour.
.AI2 - Maintenanceexpense for flight equipmentin dollars
per block hour.
AI4 = Flight operationsexpense for rentals in dollars per
block hour.
AI5 = Dollar cost per stewardessper block hour.
AI6 - Food expense in dollars per passengerper block hour.
AI7 = Cost of other passengerin-fllghtexpenses in dollars
per passengerper mile.
AI8 - Aircraft llne servicingexpenseper departure.
AI9 - Aircraftcontrol servicingexpense in dollars per
block hour.
All0 - Landing fee per departurein dollars.
Alll - Passenger trafficservicingexpense in dollars per passenger.
AII2 - Baggage traffic servicingexpensein dollars per ton.
AII2A - Cargo trafficservicingexpensein dollars per ton.
All3 = Reservatlonand sales expense per passengerin dollars.
All4 - Reservationand sales expenseper passenger-mile
in dollars.
All5 - Reservationand sales expense for propertyin dollars
per ton-mile.
All6 - Advertisingand publicityexpense per passenger-mile
1 in dollars.
All7 - Advertisingand publicityexpense for propertyin dollars
\ per ton-mile.
AII8 - }_Intenanceexpense for groundproperty and equipment
. per departure in dollar_.
AII9 - Expense for depreciationof general ground property,and





A_ - Air maneuver time, hours.
BAG = Baggage per passenger in pounds.
CF(1) = Passenger trip circuitry factor for stage length I,
I = 1 to NSL.
CLF(!) = Coach load factor (decimal) for stage length I, I = 1 to NSL.
CLS - Climb speed, mph.
CRS - Cruise speed, mph.
CS - Numberof coach seats.
CSTEW _ Average number of stewarde_sess in coach.
DESS - Descent speed, mph.
DIS(I) " Passenger trip length in miles for stage leng=h I,
I = i to NSL.
DPT(1) = Departures per passenger-trip (flight basis) for stage
length I, I - i to NSL.
FLF(I) m First class load factor (decimal) for stage length I,
I . 1 toNSL.
/
FOODR = First class food expense factor.
FS - Number of first class seats.
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FSTE,; = Average number of stewardesses in first class.
/ _ GMT - Ground m_neuver time, hours.
/ H = Cruise altitude, feet.
/
/ NRSL_T - Tota! number of seats in the aircraft.
NSL = Number of state lengths (up to 17).
RCH = Rate of climb at cruise altitude, feet per minute.
RCSL - Rate of climb at sea level, feet per minute.







RTP = Tons of property (cargo) carried per flight.
U - Annual aircraft utilization in block hours.
Usingtheseparameters,severalflightspeedand timecharacteristics
are computedfor•eachof the flightstagelengths.The equationsusedare
• as follows:
.' CLIMBTIME (hours)






\• CRT(1)- ((SL(I)+ 0.015* SL(1))- (CLS* CLT+ DESS* DEST))/CRS,
, if SL(1)S i_00
- - ((SL(I)+ 0.02* SL(I)+ 20.0)- ( CLS * CLT+ DESS
W DEST))/CRS,if SL(1)> 1400
r> where SL(1)= DIS(1)
BLOCKTIME (hours)




, FLZr(1)= TB(1)- _r
--/
Using these computed flight characteristics and the input parameter
/
values, the various indirect operating cost components in dollars per trip
_. are computed for each stage length as follows:
., FLIGHTOPERATIONS(LESSREI_rALS)F.XPENSE




MAINTENANCE EXPENSE FOR FLIGHT EQUIP.MENT
_ C2(I) =,AI2 _ TB(1)
RENTALS OF FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
C4(I) ,,AI4 _ TB(1)
STEWARDESSEXPENSE
C8(I) ,,AI5 '_(FSTEW + CSTEW) + TB(1)
FOOD EXPENSE
CII(1) ,,AI6 * (FS * FLF(1) * FOODR + CS + CLF(1)) * TB(1)
OTHER PASSENGER IN-FLIGhT EXPENSES
C14(I) ,,AI7 * (FS * FLF(I) + CS _'CLF(I)) * DIS(1) * CF(I)
AIRCP,._.FTLINE SERVICING EFRENSE
CIS(I) ,,AI8 * DPT(1)
AIRCRAFT CONTROL SERVICING EXPENSE
|
CI6(I) TM AI9 * TB(i)
i AIRCRAFT LANI;INGFEES
ClT(1) =,AII0 * DPT(1)
: TOTAl AIRCPJ_r'TS_R_!CiNG E_KfE_"_E
TAS(1),,C15(r)+ Ci6(1)+ ¢17(I)
TRAFFIC SERVICING EXPENSE FOP..'.ASSENGEKR.ARiDr.AGGAGE
C22(I) ,, (All1 + All2 * LA_ /2000) * (FS _-FLF(1) + CS * CLF(1))
TR#FFIC SERVICING EXPENSE FOR CARGO
C23(I) - AII2A * (RTM + RTP)
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TOTAL TRAFFIC SERVICING EXPENSE
TTS(1)_,C22(I) + C23(I)
RESERVATION AND SALES EXFF/qSEFOR PASSENGERS
C26(I) = (All3 + All4 * D.TS(1)* CF(1)) * (FS * FLF(1) + CS * CLF(I))
RESERVATION AND SALES EXPENSE FOR PROPERTY




C30(I)= All6* (FS* FLF(1)+ CS + eLF(1))* DIS(1)* CF(1)
ADVERTISITNGAND PUBLICITYEXPENSEFORPROPERTY
I C31(1) " RTP * A'_I7* DIS(I) * CF(I)
TOTAL ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY EXPENSE
¢
i', '_ TAP(I)= C30(I)+ C31(I)
MAINTENANCEXPENSEFOR GROUNDPROPERTYA_NDF.QUIPMENT
,o C32(I)- All8* DPT(I)
DEPRECIATIONOF GENERALGRObq_DPROPERTYAND EQUIPMENTm_D AMORTIZATIOn:
C33(I)= AII9* DPT(I)
DEPRECIATIONOF MAINTENANCEQUIPMENT
C34(I)- AI20* ((C2(I)+ C32(I))
GENERALAN'DADMINISTPATIVEEXPENSE
C35(I)= AI21.*(CI(I)+ C2(I)+ C4(I)+ CS(I)+ CII(I)+ CI&(I)+
CIS(I)+ CI6(1)+ CIT(I)+ C22(1)+ C23(I)+ C26(I)+
C27(I)+ C30(I)+ C31(I)+ C32(}_))
TOTALINDIRECTEXPENSE
C36(I)= C8(I)+ Cll(1)+ CI4(I)+ CIS(1)4.CI6(I)+ CIT(I)+
C22(I)+ C23(I)+ C26(I)+ C27(I)+ C30(I)+ C31(I)+




• In addition, several indirect cost ratios are computed. These include:
r
i INDIRECT COST PER AIRCRAFT MILE
CAM(I) ,, C36(I)!SL(I)
INDIRECT COST PER FLIGHT HOUR
CFH(1) = C36 (1)/_,TT(I)
INDIRECT COST PER BLOCK HOUR
CBn(I) = C36(I)/_B'I)
INDIRECT COST PER AVAILABLE SEAT MILE
I
CASM(1) - CAM(1)/NRSEAT
INDIRECT COST PER CRUISE MILE
CACM = (CA_I(2)* SL(2) - CAM(l) * SL(1))/(SL(2) - SL(1))
IND!PECT COST PER TAKEOFF
1 CTO ,, (CAM(l) - CAC>0 * SL(1)
INDIRECT COST PER AIRCRA_r TRIP - CTO plus CACM per mile
INDIRECT COST PER CRUISE MILE PER SEAT
CSCM - CACM/NRSEAT
INDIRECT COST PER TAKEOFF PER SF._T
CSTO _ CTO/NRSEAT
INDIRECT COST PER SEAT TRIP - CSTO plus CSCM per mile
For the purposes of the subsequent financial analysis, the annual
indirect cost for an aircraft is taken to be the indirect cost per block
hour for the first stage length_ i.e., CBH(1), times the input value
of the annual aircraft utilization, U.
The sum of the annual direct and indirect operating costs for a sinBle
alrcra_t for flights inthe first stage length is assumed to be the total
annual operating cost in the subsequent financial analysis. The operating
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costs in each of the years during the lifetime (set at 15 years) of the
aircraft are identical since inflation is set at zero. The financial
analysis includes computatlon of th,:purchase load repayment schedule,
depreciation, earnings and taxes, cashflow, tax adjustments (due to loss
carryovers and capital g_Ins) and internal rate of return on i_vestment.
These computations, which are performed for each of the eleven aircraft
prices analyzed ($5,000,000 through $30,000,000 in increments of $2,500,000),
are described below:
Loan Repayment Schedule
It is assumed within the model that the airline borrows 60% of the
aircraft price at 10% annual interest rate. This loan is repaid by equal
annual ca=h psyments over the economic llfe of the aircraft (15 years). The
amount of cash payment (M) is computed using the fellowing standard formula:
M -P i1_qLt_ibJ__ el0>
(i + i)N - 1
where
P - amount of loan
i = annual interest rate
N - total number of annual payments.
In addition, the amount of interest paid in each year is computed by
applying the interest rate to the outstanding principal. The amount of
principal payment in a year is the difference between M and the interest.
Depreciation
- The aircraft is depreciated using the double declining balance
_ method to the midpoint of the economic life a_d the stralght-Iine method
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for the remainingperiod. Aircraft,_redepreciatedover a 15-year life
to _ 15% residual (salvage)value, and the sale at thi_ resldu_lvalue
is _eflectedin the net cash flow.
Earningsand Taxes
Earningsbefore interes_and taxes are calculatJdby subtractingboth
operatins costs and depreciationfrom the annual revenue. Earnlngsbefore
-/ tax i_ c=leulat,_dh_ subtractinginterestpayments from the earningsbefore
interestand taxes. Income tax paymentsare calculatedby applyinga cor-
porate income tax rate (sea to 48 percent) to the earningsbefore tax.
Finally,net ea_mlng=are obtainedby subtractingthe income taxes paid
from the earningsbefore tax,
Cash Flow
The net cash flow for each year under study is calculatedby subtracting
• total cash outflows from total cash inflows. Cash inflowsconsistof annual
revenue plus salvaRevalue from the sale of the aircraftat the end of it_
economlelife. Cash outflows consistof the ini=ialcapital investment,
principalpayments, interestcosts, operatlnKcosts and income taxes.
Tax Adjustments
The tax adJustnentsare intendedto account for corpora=epractices
in the treatmentof operatinS losses and capitalgains and losses. Positive
values of revenue can be offsat by los[es being carriedback up to 3 years
or forwardup to 5 years. However, the algorithmused is not general.
Carry-backof losses is not properly implemented, carry-forwardof losses
works properlyonly when all loss_soccur in the early years of the aircraft
llfe wi=h gains in la_:eryears. Once a gain is realizedin a given year, any
loss in a subsequentyear may not he handled properly.
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Capital gains tax is computed on the residual value of the aircraft
at a rate of 22 percent if the value is less than $25,000, or at 30 percent
if the value if $25,000 or more. However, this treatment is inconsistent
with the earlier calculations of depreciation which are performed only to
_ the residual value of the aircraft, not to zero.b
After the tax adjustments are made, adjusted earnings, taxes and net
cash flow are computed for use in estimating rates of return.
Internal Rate of Return on Investment
The final step in the methodology of the Air Carrier Module is to
employ an iterative technique to &alculate the internal rate of return for
each net cash flow generated. The internal rate of return (or marginal
I"" _ efficiency of investment) is that rate of interest or return which would
...- ..
render the discounted present value of its expected future marginal yields
(income) exactly equal totheinvestment cost of the project.
Since both the investment costs and the income are spread over
time, the internal rate of r=turn sought is that which reduces the summed
q
present va?ue of the cash flow stream over time to zero. The cash flow
stream sum can be represented as:
- I
SUM- _ CFI _ CF2 + ... + _ CFn (ll)
where R = internal rate of return
CF i - net cash flow in year i.
The itera=ive procedure esti=ates values for R, calculates the SUM described
above using the cash flow figures previously generated, performs tests
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1to determine if SI_ is approachingzero, then successively
choosesnew values for R in attemptingto obtair,a value for SUM closer
to zero.
The procedureis initializedby selectinga small initialvalue for
) R (44).01or -0.01,dependingon whether the final sum of the input cash
flow is positiveor negatlve,respectlvely). The incrementalvalue for R
i used during iterationis 0.00]. The iterationprocedure
continuesuntil
the discountedcash flow sum is near (or equal to) zero. At every tenth
......t
cycle o£ the iterationprocedureand for the finalvalues, the internal
_.: rate of return value and the sum of the discountedcash flow are
-" "r_
....I printed.
The program code for the Air CarrierModule providesoutput lists
and tables that sur=arizethe calculationsbeing performed. Outputs in-
.'_.. elude initial investmentcosts, listingsof input parameters,summary
tables of direct and indirectoperatin_costs, totaloperatingcosts,
depreciationand net earningsvalues, cash flew, capital gains values,
[-_ .... rare of refuel on investmentand associateddiscountedcash flow sums
during iterationsand final values, and final su_ary tablesby year show-
ing annual revenue, initialinvestment,prlnciDalpayments,operating
cost, depreciation,earningsbefore interestand taxes, interest,
earningsbefore tax, income tax, net earnings,net cash [low, discount
factors (with associatedrate of return),discountedcash flow, and net
present value.
In the remainderof this chapter,detaileddescrlpt_onsof the program







_i Figure 28 illustratesthe interrelationshipsamong the routines
I which make up the Air Carrier Module program. Program OPLIFE is an
• | independentmain program that controls the rest o4 the subroutinescom-
i
prising the Air CarrierModule in a series of calls to produce aircra£t
operatingcost and financialperformancedata for varying aircraft
• i initialprices. Brief descriptionsof each subroutinein the Air Carrier
_lodule,togetherwith flowchartsof the program logic, follow.
i
OPLIFE
The OPLIFE program serves as the controllingdriver for the other
/ _ subroutinesin the Air CarrierModule. A flowchartof the program logic
! for OPLIFE is shown in Figure 29. OPLIFE sets a basic aircraftprice of
$5,000,000,then calls subroutineINPUT which initializesprogram parameters,
!
, calls subroutine DIRECT to compute and print direct operation costs, and
. calls subroutineINDIR to compute and print indirectoperatingcosts.
The operatingcosts for each year of the economiclife of the aircraftare
set equal to the sum of she computedannual direct and indirectcosts for
one aircraft. For each year in the 15 year llfe of the aircraft,sub-
routinesare called by OPLIFE to calculatea repaymentschedule for the
fl,,ancedportion of aircraftcost (REPAY),a depreciationschedule (DEPSUB),
and earningsand tax data (NETSUB). OPLIFE then calls subroutinesto cal-
culate_n_Ivldualand cumulativesums by year for computed income, cost
and tax data (SUM),cash flow (CFSUB),tax adjustmentsfor operating
losses and capital gains (T_LX),cash flow with tax considerations
: (CFSUB),and internalraces of return on investment. OL_PUT is then called


















_ ""I: OPL£FE.! ....
•a, ... i I
SET AIRCRAFT
! "" PRICE TO $5,000,000
/ ! ';
CALL iN?UTS
, ._: INITIALIZE PAP._METERS,
COP_UTE AND PRINT
" DIRECTAND INDIRECTCOSTS,
SET TOTAL OPERATING COST
, FOR EACH YEAR OF ECONOMIC
,L
' i LIFE EQUAL TO SUM OF
.'._ ANNUALDIRECT ._D INDIRECT
[! COSTS FOR ONE AIRCRAFT.
CALCULATE INITIAL INVESTME[_
I / i COST (EQUAL 40% OF PRICE)
'_ _ AND FINANCED COST
"" _: (60% OF PRICE)
" _ CALL REPAY
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_he above analysis is repeated for ii aircraft prices. The aircraft
pr%ces range from $5,000,000 to $30,000,000 in increments of $2,500,000.
INPUTS
A flowchartof the program lo_ic for subroutineinput is shown in
Figure 30. This subroutinesets various programparameters,then computes
and prints initial investmentby year. The initialinvestmentis assumed
to be 40% of the aircraftprice, paid upon purchase. Hence, the initial
investmentwill always be incurredin year i, with zero investmentin
.-- i years 2 through15 of the economi_ llfe.
"/ _ Next, subroutinesDIRECT and INDIRECTare called to comDutedirect
and indirectoperatingcosts, respectively. The operatingcost for each of
,_]
/'_ the 15 years of life is then set equal to the sum of the computedaLnual
• //
J direct and indirectoperatingcost for a single aircraftfor flights in the
' /





/ Embedded in subroutineDIRECT are the direct cost equationsdescribed
/%
in Section IV.A (DirectCost Calculations). A flowchartof the logic is
' provided in Figure 31. The first step in the p_ogr_m is to read and
print the direct cost equatlonparameters. Direct costs for u single
aircraftare th.encomputedand printedon a per mile basis for eac|_of the
up to 12 input stage lengths. Direct costs are then computedand printed
on a per block hour basis.
Based on the input aircraftutilizationin block ho,lrsper year, the
F










..i / COMPUTE AND PRINT _//
_,.., INITIAL INVESTMEI_
;_"_ BY YEAR J
i':/ '',","
' [_ t.,
' / /S! _i CALL DIRECT /:..., ....... ,! READ DIRECT COST'.'! PARAMETERS COMPUTE/ : AND PRINTDIRECT• :' COSTS
! READ INDIRECT COST
: PARAMETERS.COMPUTE
/ AND PRINT INDIRECT
t ' COSTS
:/
/' /• CO_UTE AND PRINTOPERATING COSTS FORONE AIRC_iFT FOR EACH" YEAR OF LIFE





READ AND PRINT /
DIRECT COST PARA_ETERS /
,L
, //." CALCULATE AND PRINT.• " DIRECTOPERATINGCOSTS// ii ON A PER MILEBASISs..,,. .- FOR EACH STAGE LENGTH
DIRECTOPERATINGCOSTS
ON A PER BLOCKHOURBASIS
FOR EACH STAGE LENGTH
i COMPUTE ANNU_.LDIRECT
i OPERATING COST FOR AN
i AIRCRAFT FOR THE FIRST
{ STAGELENGTH
i
" •" " ,t
IF
Figure 31 Flowchart of Subroutine DIRECT Logic
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Within subroutine INDIR is encoded the indirect cost equations
described in Section IV.A (Indirect Cost Calculation:). As indicated
in the flowchart of subroutine INDIR logic provided in Figure 32, the
' first step in the logic is to read and print the indirect cost parameters.
Next, the indirect costs are computed on a per trip basis for each of
_ the up to 17 stage lengths. These costs are later printed. The annual
\\
cost of operating an aircraft o_ flights i_Lthe first stage length category
is computed by multiplying the indirect cost per block hour by the input
¢
,_ annual hours of utilization. This is the i_.directcost used in the subsequent
financial analysis.
REPAY
The logical flow for subroutine REPAY is sho_m in Figure 33. This
subroutine computes the aircraft purchase loan repayme _t schedule_ The
constant annual loan payment due in each year of the economic life of the
aircraft is computed using the formula described in Section IV.A (Loan
Repayment Schedule). The interest and principal portions for each pa_=ent
are then computed.
DEPSUB
Subroutine DEPSUB calculates depreciation, book value, and salvage
value over the economic life of the aircraft. Depreciation is calculated
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economiclife (in this case for 7 of 15 years), and the straight-llne
method for the remainingperiod (in this case 8 years), The aircraft is
depreciatedto a residualvalue (in this case 15 percent) at the end of
the economicllfe. A flowchartof the programlogic for DEPSUB is sho_m
in Figure 34.
NETSUB
SubroutineNETSUB calculatesearningsbefore interestand taxes,
earningsbefore taxes, income tax, and net earnings. Earningsbefore
interestand taxes is calculatedby subtractingboth operatingcosts and
depreciationfrom annual revenue. Earningsbefore taxes is calculatedby
subtractinginterest paymentsfrom earningsbefore interestand taxes.
Income tax is calculatedby multiplyingearnings before taxes by the
corporatetax rate (in this case 48 percent). Finally, net earningsare
obtainedby subtractingthe income taxes p,_idfrom the earnings before
taxes. A flowchartof the program logic for NETSUB is shown in Figure 35.
Sb_
SubroutineSUM calculatesindividualyearly and cumulativesums
over all years for annual revenue,initial investmentprincipalpayments,
operatingcost, totaldepreciation(equalto the sum of double-decllnlngand
stralght-linedepreciation),earningsbefore interestand taxes, earnings
before taxes, interestpayments,income taxes,and net earnlnKs. Also
computedare yearly values for salvage,double-decllningdepreciationand
strai_ht-llnedepreciation. A flowchnrtof theprogram logic for $5_ is
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" Figure 35 Flowchart of Subroutine NETSUB Lcgfc
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, Subroutine CFSUB calculates the net cash flow for each yea: under
" study. Net cash flow is obtained by subtracting the sum of initial
.... capital investment, principal payments, interest payments, operating
cost% and income taxes from cash inflow, i.e., the sum of annual revenue




i Subroutine DCFSUB computes and prints the interval rate of return on
J._' I investment (R) for each cash flow generated by subroutine CFSUB. An
I
...... iterative procedure is employed as described in Sectlon IV.A (Internal
-" i
! Rate of Re=urn on Investment). The iterative procedure utilizes a current
t
i trial rate of return (R) and its two iterative predecessors (RR and RRR).
• The sum of the discounted cash flow (SUM) is biased by -9000 to obtain a
r
biased cash flow sum (K) and its two iterative predecessors (KK and KKK)
..." for testpurposes.The procedureis initializedby selectinga small
initi_l value for R (+ 0.01 or -O.01 depending on the corresponding sign of
the cash flow sum). Using the estimate for R, a cash flow SUM is generated
and biased to obtain K. Successive tests are performed to determine if/
the value for S_.!is near or equal to zero. Then the value for R is
incremented by 0.001 and the process is repeatcd until the test conditions
are met. A flowchart of the program logic for DCFSUB is shown in
:" . Figure 38.
r
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"" , Subroutine TAX provides logic for tax adjustments due to carry-forward
i [
i ,_ of operating losses and computing capital gains tax on the residual value of
; !
aircraft. Limitations and shortcomings of the methodology aredlscussed
o
-_.._'_ in Section IV.A (Tax AdJustments). Some code for providing for carry-back
. of losses exists but is never executed because of the structure of the
program; it is, therefore, not included in the logical flowchart of sub-
' routine TAX provided in Figure 39.
..... Subroutine TAX operates by considering each successive year beginning
• I
with the first. If there is a loss, it is carried forward against future
,I
/
/,' ./¢ operating profits for up to five years. The carry-forward process stops
'_ in the firstyear thata positiveincome(afteradjustmentforpastlosses)
occurs.
, ' Afterthecarry...forwardprocessis completed,earningsbeforetaxes,
net earnings, and income taxes are recalculated. Then, cumulative total
depreciation is computed.
Next, long term capital gains with capital gains tax are computed
-"/ basedon the residualvalueof theaircraft. The capitalgainstax rate
'" used is 22 percent if _he capital gain in any year is less than $25,000,
/
: or 30 percent if the gain is $25,000 or greater. New values for net
/. . earnings and income tax are calculated,lncludlng capital gains and capital
/ gains taxes. Cumulative sums are also produced for earnings before taxes,
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" _ Subroutine OUTPUT is called to produce summary tables of the major
" parameters calculated by the Air Carrier _dule. One basic table is
';' produced which is printed on two pages because of the number of columns
of values to be output. The values printed summarize information about
each year of operation, with a cumulative total appearing as the last
llne for all appropriate columns. The printout includes values for
:t
annual revenue, initial investment, principal payments, operating costs,
cumulative depreciation, earnings before interest and taxes, interest,
' earnings before tax, income tax, net earnings, cash flow, discount factors
I far associated rate of return (R), discounted cash flow, and net present
value (or cumulative discounted cash flow). A flowchart of the program
logic for OUTPUT is shown in Figure 40.
Additional programmer-oriented documentation is provided in the
appendices. In Appendix A, definitions of the common blocks and variables






PRINT BY YEAR VALUES FOR: /
, ANNUAL REVERE, INITIAL /
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| J i
/
PRINT BY YEAR VALUES FOR: /
F_NINGS BEFORE TAX, IN- /
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The Input data to the Air Carrier Module is in card for=at and is
read from logical unit 5. The input file is described in Table 22 where
a description of each entry in this file is provided. Cards i through 4
are read by subroutine DIRECT and cards 5 through 16 are read by subroutine
i IN'DIRECT. The variable values read in by a routine are those used in calcu-lations within that routine. Thus, the variables on cards i through 4 are
those used in computing direct operating costs, while those on cards 5
I
through 16 are used in computing indirect operating costs.
Cards 2 and 5 are comment cards to be used as titles for output listings.
1 Any combination of characters may appear on these card types except those
l
duplicating compute_ control cards for the installation running the program.
¢
All Other cards use the FORTRAN Namelist mo_ 's the input of
constant values fo= all cu only some of the vari_... _ing to the named
llst. The associated namellst is shown for each of =hes_ ca in Table 22.
Variables and their values can appear in the input stream in any order in
i
; the form "NAME = VALUE", where p_7_ can be a variable name, an array name,
or an array element n_me; and where VALUE can be a single constant or a
llst of constants when N_ME is an array name or an array element name.
Only columns 2 through B0 of the input cards may be used (:olumn i must be
blank). The input !Ist begins with "$NAMELIST" followed by at least one
blank _haracter,followed by the desired llst of input variables (NA_ =
VALUE)_ and terminated by a "$". This format allows the selective changing
of some (or all) of the input parameters without specifyi,lgvalues for all
°
the input variables as i_ the case with fixed format inputs.
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Table 22
C._d) INPtrr DATAFORTBEAIR CARRIERBODULE
,
Car__._d Parameter Format Description
l U I,t_ger Annual atrcrafc utilization in block hours.
(Namelist RL Reul K_intenance labor rate In dollars per hour.
NSTAG£)
_SL Integer Numberof fllgh_stagelengths(up to 12).
SL(I) Real Length bf stage length I in miles, I s I tO NSL.
FCK Real Basicflightcrew cost factor(fora crew of.2)
In dollars.
ADDC Real Costs of added flight crew (over 2) In dollars.
COFL Real Cost of fuel in dollars per pound.
COIL Real Cost of oll in dollars per gallon.
2 XNA_(20) 20A4 Corneal card containing heading for direct
operating cost output table.
3 U Real Cruise altitude In feet.
(Nagelist RC_L Real Rate of climb at sea level in feet per minute.
_PLANE) RCH Real Rate of climb st cruise altl,ude In feet per minute.
CL$ Real Climb speed In miles per bJur.
_RS "eel Cruisespeedin miles per ho_r.
DESS Real Descent speed in miles pet hour.
Ctfr Real Grouted me.neuver time In hours.
Atfr Real Air maneuver time In hours.
NGR Real Grossvehicle weight in pounds.
FI Real Fuel at m_xlmumpayload point on range-payload
dlaErams in pounds.
DI Real Distance st _aximu_ payload point on range-payload
diagrams In miles.
All cards except 2 aud 5 contain inputs for a namellst. The namellst associated with each c_rd
Is indicated. More than one physical card may be used for any na_ellst Input.
,1. .-- , . _. .. ,;.- ... : ...... _ _ .-.,..-
Table 22 (Continued)
Car__._d Parau_ter For_at Description
3 F2 Real Fuel at maximum fuel point on range-payload
(flamelial diagrams in pounds. .
IIPL_IIZ) D2 Real Distance at maximum payload point on range-payload
diagrams in miles.
VA Real Airframe coat in dollars.
VE I_cal Unit en£ine cost in dollars.
NEH Real Aircraft empty velght in pounds.
NEN Real Unit engine uetght in pounds.
T Real Tlr,c faclor in engine labor cost calculation.. ":
I:RCR_ Integer Ru¢_er in crew.
NR_IGN Integer Norther of engines.
/IESEAT _ntege_ Number of seat_.
o IJ2L_IE Integer Aircraft number for this set of input data.
(Since the number of aircraft is aet equal to ..
one in the program, /_LAN_ t_st equal l.)
ItLISTIi,G Integer SET equal to zero. If prevlou_ly read HSTAGZ
na_list Is to hold. SET equal to I if a new
NSTAGE nameltst Is to bc entered to override
pr_vioualy read values.
4 .... If IIUSTAG_ O, namelist HSTAGE is entered here.
Ilie formal for this card la IdentlcaX to zhat of
(l{_eliat card 1.
tISTACE)
5 _(20) 20A4 Comment card containing heading for indirect











r_.__d Parameter Format Description
6 $aa_ as for card 3, except only variables
(}/aw:llst H, P_SL, kCIl, CLS, CkS, D_SS, (.'HT, t.HT, and
t;_F.AT may be entered. G_T arm _ a•J- set to
HPL,_£) 0.16 regardless of Input values.
7 HSL Integer tlu_be• of flight sl:age lengths (up to 17).
(llar_ll_t rLF(1) iU:al First clara load factor (d_cl'¢_l) for _ta_e length I,
"JSY_J;£) I - I to _.i_L.
CLP(I) _al Coach load facto• (d=cJe,al) for sta_e length i, I - I to IJSL.
DIS(1) _eal Passenger trip length In miles for stage length _"
I, I - I to till.
Of(I) ileal Pa_ser, ger trip circuitry factor for stage leagth I,
I = I ro HSL.
DPT(i) [ucal Departure per passenger trip (fll_.ht basis) for
sl:age length I, I " I to }ISL.
U ileal Annual aircraft utilization rate I_ block l_urB.
8 AI_ keal Dollar cost per stewardess per block hour.
(Ha_lllt
FSTUd _eal Ave•age hue,be• of stevardeases In first class.
ST£_S
CSTET,/ i(_aI Average nu_be• of stewardesses in coach.
9 AI6 keal food ;xpenc¢ 10 dollars per pa_senge• per block hour.
(l_a_li_t FS keal tL_=.t.,_• of first class seats.
F_) CS l_.al Z_ue_er of co_ch seal:a.
FOODZ _a] Fir_.t class f_ expense factor.
I0 AI7 fceal Cost of othe¢ passe,,get In-flight expenses in






• , /'. :
1' / ,./ f .9L / _ ,, t "' -i'
7able 22 (e_oc,ti_ed)
Cat___d P_ ra:e_ter For t-'_t De_crtption
11 Ai_ k_al Aircraft lir_ f,_rviclng expent_ In dollars per
([ia_ 1tat depar lute. ._..
/_$-_k71 AI9 k_al Alrcraft control bervlcir, g experts in dollars
Vet block l_ur.
AIIO k_al Landing fee per d,parture in dollars.
12 AIII k_al Passenger traffic servicing expense in dollars
(1_,*1 lot per pa_v:nger.
TkAY_) AII2 keal t_ag'_age traffic servicing e_Vense in dollars per ton. .
&It2& _l Cacgo traffic a_rvielr, g expense it_ dolla:s per ton. . _;
k_al Zdggage per pab_,enger in poun-4a.
kTH k_al Tons of mall carried per fl|ght. / •
kXP I_al Tor n of propert7 (cargo) carried _r flight.
/.tj 1] AI13 keal kservatlon arm sales expense per passenger in dollars.
J
(flat.list All/, Y_al kebervatlon and Bales _xpenbe _,erVa_geg:ger-:tll¢
k.L_) In dollar_.
All.*, k_al ke._ervatioh and aal_ expense for property In dollars
per ton-tal Is.
EXp R_al Fraction of i¢_P that is e_preaa car|o. (Tt_e valu_
Input does not affect co_ts.)
1_ All6 geal }MTertl_in z and publicil 7 e_p_r.tm I_er pasnenger-mll_
(Jiakl tat illdollat_, i
A_V) kl.t7 k._al Advertising _nd publlclty experm¢ for property In ,_'
dollars pet lon-t_lle. "_
I_ AII_ keal VL_inten_r_ce expense fo_ _roond properry and
(;Gt_llst. e_tulpta:nl per de_artv_ in dollars,
F.,.I;rl) All9 l_al £xper,_e ior depreciation of general grour2 propert F ..




Cdrd Para_ter For_t De_crlpc Ion
15 AI20 _eal Ralntenance equipment depreciation factor.(Ha_.ellat
AI2 Rea_ Halntenanre expenue for flight equipment in
FAIl{ dollars per block hour.
J_ AI21. Real General and admtnL_tratlve expense factor.(I_a_ltsc
All Real Yli_h_ operarlona expense (leba rentals) in
G_':U&H) dollars per block hour.








The informationprovided in Table 22 is of sufficientdetail to
enable a userto prepareinput data for the Air C_rrierModule. However,
it is important to remember that a number of major programvariables are
not input parametersbut are "hard-wlred"into the programmodules them-
---_j ....
selves. Changingthese parametersrequiresmodifying the p:'ogramcode.
When preparinginput, it may be useful to refer to the listingof the
input data for the sample problemin Section V,
I D.
/
The Air CarrierModule output consistsof printout showing the values
of input parameters,computeddirect and indirectoperatingcosts, and
various statisticscomputed in the financialanalysis (includingdeprecla-
tion, earnings,taxes, cash flows,and rate of return on investment). A
detaileddescriptionof the form and contentof this printed output is/
providedhere. To facilitatethis description,excerptsfrom _he output
of the sample problem (see SectionV) are presentedin Tables 23 through
39.
The printout beginswith a displayof _he ini=iaiinvest=eatcos=
0
(INTINV)in dollars for the aircraftin each of the 15 Years of economic
life for the initial trial aircraftprice of $5,000,000. This output is
illustratedin Table 23. It is printed by subroutineINPUTS. Since
the initial laves=meatcost, i.e., the portionof the alrc:'aftpurchase
price not borrowed,is a_sumed to be incurredin the firstyear, all entries
in Table 23 are zero except for the first,whichwill be equal to 40% of the
purchaseprice.
The informationillus£ratedin Tables 24 and 25 are printed next by
sub=outlneDLRECT. Table 24 providesa printout of tha input values for
164
tTable 23
5/_PLE PI_IHI'OUTOF ItIITIAL INVESTY_HT COST[; BY YEAR
INl/liVe ,ZOOOE!Cl O, O* O, 3, O, O* O* O- Oe
INIINV • G. V. O* O, 0,.
Table 24
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" ' .... • i! . " .1 / ,, ,..
/
/
/' namelist NSTAGE (see card i in Table 22). Table 25 provides a printout of
-i /i _ i the input table heading (card 2 in Table 22),followed by a printout of the
/ • \ •
./" '_ input values for namelist NPL_NE (card 3 in Table oo). Another table like
I
i/]\i| that illustrated in Table 24 may follow if input parameter NUSTAG is non-
." _ i
•,/'; zero.
, _ Subroutine DIRECT next prints the direct operating costs illustrated in
Tables 26 and 27. These costs are calculated using the equations provided
l in Section IV.A (Direct Cost Calculations). Table 26 provides computed
direct operating costs in dollars per aircraft mile for each of the input
flight stage lengths. Table 27 provides direct operatin_ costs in dollars
/ " per block hour for each stage length.
" . Next, the input parameters for the indirect cos_ calculations are printed
; by subroutine INDIR. This printout is illustrated in Table 28. It contains
, a printout of the input table heading as well as the values of namelists
NPLANE, NSTAGE, STE_S, FOOD, P_tXFLT,ACSEKV, TRAFF, RES, ADV, _INT, and
GENADM (see cards 5 through 16 in Table 22). As illustrated in Table 29,
, subroutine INDIR next prints computed indirect operating costs•on a dollar
per trip basis for each of the input flight stage lengths. These costs are
.,'o.-
_"' computed using the indirect cost equations described in Section IV.A (In-
; direct Cost Calculations).
The next printed output is provided by subroutine lh?b_S and is
i
' _ illustrated in Table 30. This table provides the total operating costs forL
IJ °
''_ an aircraft in each of the 15 years analyzed. This cost is taken to be
I" the sum of the computed annual direct and indirect operating costs for a
single aircraft operativ.gin flishts with the first stage length. The












• " "'J Table 26
SABLE PRINTOUT OF DIRECT OPERATINGCOSTS PER AIRCRAFT MILE
I
$ PER AIRCRAFT MILE
*PROP FAN •
CRUISE _LTITUDE (FEET) 30000,
r
STAGE LENGTH (MILES) 572, 11_0, 17Z6, Z70O,
, BLOCK SP_ED (MPH) 377, _Z, _bZe 485,
_. BLOCK TIME (HOURS) 1*5Z5 Z,6OZ 3,73_ 5.567
" 3 FLIGHT rI_E (HOURS) 1=365 Z,_3 3,57_ 5,_07
'"" .' I CRUISE TIME (HOURS) ,8_Z I,919 3,351 _,8_
BLOC_ FUEL (POUNDS) IZZ00, 19800, Z8_3o, 3_300,,
...
O,O,C, FACTORS (INPUT) - ANN UTIL[ZATION(_R)= 30.79, LAB3R RATE($/HR)= BeD0
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS
FLYIHG G_ERATIONS COSTS
FLIGht C_EW ,556 o_3 ,._52 o_O
FUEL ANO qlL ,95Z ,8_I ,815 ,bZ1
HULL INSURANCE ,OZ3 ,0_7 ,015 ,O_b
..' TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1,538 /.3_1 L,Z93 L,076
/' DIRECT _&INTENANCE COSTS
, . LABOR AIWFRAME oZBO ,.I_ 015_ o_Z
': MATERIAL AIRFRAME o179 o118 ,098 o08_/
LABOR £qGIHES ,0_0 ,037 ,333 ,033
qAT=RIAL ENGINES *33Z ,Z_9 ,ZZ_ ,203
M_INT, BUROEN *608 ,_17 ,357 ,31_
TDT4L M_INTENANCE 1,_5B 1,015 ,877 ,758
TOTAL OlRECT OPERATING COST
$1AIRC_AFT MILE Z,995 Z,355 Z,170 1,_45
,, $1FLIG_T 4OUR 1Z01,5 1109.b 1_8,1 9ZL.3
/ $1BLOC_ HOUR 11Zq,1 I_1,_ LOO3,Z 89_,8
$/AVAZL, S_AT _ILE ,OZB ,01_ ,_13 o)ZI
COS r P_R AIRCRAFT TRIP = $ 73_,91 PLUS $ L,,TZI4ILE




SAMPLE P_L'ffOUTOF DIRECT OPEP_ATINCCOSTS PER BLOCK HOt_
.',. . ,
$ PER BLOCK HOUR
mPR0P FAN 4,
"' CRU[SE ALTITUOE (FEET) 30000,
._/
• ' 1"
.///.._ STAGE LENGTH (MILES) 575, _153. 17Z6, _703e
' BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 377, _Zo _Z, _0_.
/ 6L_C_ TIHE (HOURS) 1,5Z5 Z,bOZ 3,73_ 5,557
' FLIGHT TIME (HOURS) 1,365 Z.4_Z 3*57_ 5=_07
, CRUISE TIME (HOURS) ,8_2 1.q29 3,.052 _,_d_
. flLOCK FUEL (POUNDS) L_Z00o 29800° Z_S30° 3_300,
j."




/ FL_/NG 0PERATIOHS COSTS
' FLIG_T CREw Z23,_55 Z13°_55 Z13,_55 ZZ3,_55
' FUEL AN3 OIL 358,b78 371,67Z 37b,770 3_1,111
HULL INSURANCE 7,5_5 7,5_5 7.545 7,5_5
TOTAL FLIGHT 0PS 57q,677 59Z,_TZ 5_7,75_ 5ZZ.121.
DIRECT MAIr|I'ENANcE COSTS
/ LABOR _I_FRAME _08.._Z_ _5.913 76,Z50 58,_
MATERIAL _LRFRAME b7o_O 5Z.Oq3 _5.530 _0._O7
LABOR E_GLNES 2B,q85 Lb°_5_ 25,373 L_.55Z
_ATERIAL ENGINES 125,277 I09.955 203.377 98.J95
/ :" _AINTo _URDEN 22q,336 I_.ZSZ %_,_kO _53o_93















OESS • .3E*O3e .
GMT * .lbE*OOp
A_! • ,16EtOOp




FLF • .37E*C0, .35E*OOe *4E*OOe OoOt OoO, O*Op O.Op OeO; O,Op O.3e 0,0; O.Oe OoO* 0*0; O*Oe O*_e OoOt
CLF • .64E*OOe .6E*OOp .67E,ooe Oo3p _.o, o.oe o.oe o:o_ o..ow Oo3_ OoOe OoOp o.ot OoO_ o.o_ o.'p o.oe
015 • ,57_E*O3e *115E_O_e .17ZbE*O4e 0,0. O,Oe 3o_p O,3e O.Oe O,Oe O,Oe OoOB O.Oe O,Oe OoOe OoOp O.Oe O,Oe
CF • .101E_01* *IOIE*CIe olOl[*Ole O.Oe 0.3p 3.0p ).Ow DoOW O.Op 0.0_ 0.0_ O.Ow O*Oe 3.0_ O*O_ 9.0 _ 0.0_













AT6 • .9_995 E+OOs
FS • ,1ZE.OZp
/
" CS - .159E.O3t
// 1)













































\ AZI8 = ,2_32E+O2e
",._'i" AIZ.o • ,2097E_02_
', \,' AZ20 • ol7ZC_E-Olp
-../ , j :i'





_. '1 AI21 • ,5_,07E-01,
_ l ' All • ° 38Z79E*O3e
_, '°
"_- AI2 • ,155ZSE.03,,







S_.HPLE_RI,_TO_rOF I_DIRECT OPERATION COSTS PER TI_IPBY STAGE LE_NGTH
tPROP FAN •
PASSENGER TRIP DISTANCE|_ILE_| 57|, L%50_ _TZ6.
"" -- 6LOC_ _PEEn (NPH) 377, t_Z, _62,
SLOCb, TI_E L_ _RS) 1,5Z_ l.,63Z 3,73_
• ... FLIG'4T T!,_E LNOURS) 1,,355 -'._q_ ],,5T_
OEPIPAX TR[_ (FLIGHT BAS[SI [,103 1,O00 1,Z00
- PASSENGER TR_P CIRCUITRY FACTOR J.,01_ L,013 J._OJ,O
"'• _'.Oi_:.'4 LOAD FACTOR .6tO .bOO *6TO
,27"i,-.
FIRST CLA_,S LOAO FACTOR .37_) .353 o_O0 .FLYI_IG OPE_AI"IONS(LES$ RENTALS] EXP Cl 5_)1,90L _9_,0881._Zg.Z2.3
NAI_EN_N_E EXFENSE FLY EQUIPMENT CZ ?.3b.81._ 40:1.985 579.b_3
RENTAL S FLT E_U[P C_ 3b,88_ sE,gzI _0,ZS0
" - PASSE_GER l,_l FLY EXPEKSE
STEWS _.8 ],0|,,,5_ [.73.ZZ? Z_,B.551
FOOD C11 1b._,_.37 Zb3,3Z5 _18,019
i..-.. OTHE_ C1_ 5_,993 lZOe7.a3 Z37,bb3
_. AIRCRAFT SERVICING EXP
CONTROL Clb 3O,17Z 51,_71 13,85Z
LANOI_G FEES C17 37,796 3_,3b0 _I,Z3Z
TOTAL AIFCRAFT SERVICING TA$ 1t3,.')_8 1_,b31 _97,P._
TP.AFFIC S_RV[CING EXP
PAX ,- t_AGGAGE CZZ 371,2.65 3_:Io19Z 3_Jq.199
_'.ARGO CZ3 59,_3b ;._,_Ob 59,_35
... TOTAL T_AFF[¢ SERVICING TTS _,30.701 _07,6Z8 _,8o635
RESERVATIG_ ,, SALES
-\ PAX CZ5 _.Z3.8 t.5 55:_.8b_10_ _.63_
PROPERT'lr C_7 I,_Z _..qO_ _,o35d
i'OTAL RESERVATION .. SALES TRS _ZZoZqb '.71,769L0_8,993
\
AOVERTISING " PUBLICITY
" P_X C30 81,579 1b_,_73 Z15.590
• " _ROP_RTY C3], L. _'Z') ;., _3_ 3,651
TOTal AD_'_RTIS_G -- PUBLICITY TA_ B3,.7_9 Lt,_,71Z Zlq,ZJ3
-' _AIFITr_NkhCE EXP- _,RO P_OP .. E_UIP C3Z ZE.75Z _.3Z3 _-9,13_
OEP_-GEN_,_AL GRO P_,L]P -, EQUIP ", A_ORT C33 Z3o3_7 ;:_,q?O _.5,15_
O_PR-eIA[ _TE_A'_CE EQUIP C3_ 4.557 7. _,05 L0,:_Z7
_,ENF._AL ,, AD_ ExPEt_SE C3_ LZ_,,,35q _E._qZ Z_q._SZ
TOTAL I.'_DI_ECT OPER..tI'ING EXPENSE C3_ 159_,,355Zl-'.7.C_OZ193.?.eL
"'_'_. I_I_CT _.OST _Eiz. Ali_C_FT HILL Z,773 1.,_10 1,850
"" INO/.,'_CT COST PER FLIGHT dOUR ]._.b8° qO0, $9_,.
[NOI_ECT cGST PER BLOCK HOUR I0_,5.Z17 _,315 8551-:'b5
/ND[,_:CT ¢35T PER .kv', SEAT HILLS ,315 .OL1 ,011
, COST PER AERG_AFT T_[P • $ 99_,65 PLU_ $ _,.O_I'_[LE
,, CI'_ST PER SEAT TRIP • $ 5.eO PLUS $ .00611_[L_.
/ , $' ...: _',. ;', "" ' ,' i,".. ' / . ,
,:....",.. _ . ,, 1.1 ' J ........ \ 7_ v " .
• ','°" " i ' '
.;........ /f : ; ". .,, r ' _. ,.,__ : ": , , . i
...... , .... ; , . . - ...... , .<' . <, . \ _;
• , ..._.. : ," • ./ i







_1% _ PPI;_OL_ Of "lrsi,i.L OPEP_.TIIIr, i'Jj.€,']'.__'f 71J.._
OPCOSIIII . :







• °_" " I + -.
. | _" -"" _ _, t -.- . ._t
• " "l. '.'. +l : ,/ .- ..- . , .,:. . + .., . .
i,
' to zero in the program.
1 Program OPLIFE then prints a repeat of Table 23, which provides initial
investment costs by year for the first aircraft price ($5,000,000).
The remainder of the printout provides information computed during
the financial analysis performed for each of the ii aircraft prices
' ($5,000,000to $30,000,000in incrementsof $2,500,000).The information
illustrated in Tables 31 through 39 are printed for each aircraft price.
..... The tablesprovidedhereare for the firstaircraftprice,i.e.,$5,000,000.
All the printed information is in dollars, unless otherwise noted.
Table31 is printedby subroutineNETSUB. Thistablepresentsthe
_ -._ computed values for double-declining deprec£ation (DEPR), stralght-llne
_'. depreciation (STDEP), earnings before interest and taxes (EBIAT), and
•-_\:,_" earnings before taxes (EBT) for each of the 15 years. Next, a table like
_\_. that illustrated in Table 23 is printed by subroutine SUM for the aircraft
- priceunderconsideration.Table32 is thenprintedby subroutineSUM.
!
.... :,. This table provides the total initial investment costs (SINTI:;)by year
• for the aircraft price unde: consideration. Because the number of aircraft
+.
analyzed is preset in the program at one, the total initial investment cost\
_.,..+__,". is always equal to the initial Investment cost (INTINV) for one aircraft,
+\ ,:,. which was previously printed.
'- Subroutine Sbq_then prints the depreciation statistics illustratea in
• q .
\
Table 33. In this table, the double-declining aircraft depreciation (DEPR)
'...'_ by year is printed, fol!owed by the straight-line depreciation (STDEP)
"'_. . by year, and the total depreciation (DEPREC) by year.
• ,!,_
The next printed output is produced by subroutine CFSUB and is

































































































































































' .7 .. /'" ,7,' , >: _,_. j ,. _ ....i' .., -.:. .,. . -.
-'"-'- ,Z ' ' ;" ",' "'" "_ - "--. -_: /X-- ,' - , -
-, _ '. • i .s',_ !,; .i ,.2. - ""-_<- '.' : ". . "_k. ;\- - -
..
Table: ]2
SI_PIPL[PKiI;TOL'TOF TO'fAL IIIXTIAL IIlV,LSTIO._tlTCOSTS BY yP,_.It
S[NT i_" . ?.QOr,£ +(,? 0. O. g. O, O. O. Oe O. O,























";\. , STDEP= 0.
.... $TDEP= O.
.' STDEP= O*












DEPREC= ,_455E+Ob ,_ __
DEPREC- .3950E+06 _mr_-_/_/N'_LOEPREC= .350Z E.Ob











' i' _ • °'
Table 34
SAKPLE PRIHTOUT OF CASII _.O_f BY YEAR WITI_UT OPEP,?.TI_NGI_SS
f_kYOVE_S OR CAPITAL GAINS TAX
¢_.$H FL_)W- -.I}6CE*O? .40_,9E*05 *37ZbEt3b .)k_'OE*O5 * 31$]lEeOb *ZOq6E*36 .ZE54Eo'06 .2095EoOb *ZOOTE*06 *ZqZOE_'05
Oo CASH FLO uo ,1003_*0b .,tbO_E*05 .1_,} bEI.36 .1'* 14E*05 .OT_lEa'Ob0
"4
P
The net cash flow in any year is computed as cash inflow (revenue plus
_alvage value of retired aircraft) minus cash outflow (initial investment cost
T
,
, _ plus payment on purchase loan PlUs total operating cost plus income taxes)
_, .
In this case, taxes are computed at a straight 48% of earnings before
tax_s, without operating loss carryovers or tax on capital gains. Earnings'
before taxes in this case is taken as revenue minus operating cost minus
depreciation minus loan interest.
Subroutine TAX provides the next printed output, which is illustrated
in Table 35. This table provides the capital gains (CG) after capital gains
- tax by year. Since the aircraft is assumed to be retired in year 15, the
only nonzero capital gain will occur in year 15. After tax adjustments
._ are computed for carryovers of operating losses and capital gains tax (see
/
Section IV,A - Tax Adjustments), subroutine CFSUB prints the cash flow for
./
/
: each year includinB these tax adjustments. This prlntout is illustrated
in Table 36. The cash flow with tax adjustments is used in the remaiuderI
J of the financial analysis.
Next in the printed output, subroutine DCFSUB provides informatiQn on
the iterative calculations used to determine internal rate of return on
investuent. This printout is illustrated in Table 37. After every tcnth
iteration, the trial rate of return in printed along with =he associated
discounted cash flow sum. The last llne in Table 37 contains the final
/
' values to which the iterative procedure converges.
Subroutine OUTPUT next prints summary statistics _omputed in the
financial analysis for the current aircraft price. This printout is
illustrated in Tables 38 and 39. The information printed for each.year
includes annual revenue, initial investment, principal payments on the
181




SAMPLE PRINTOUTOF CAPITAL GAINS BY YEAR
i
,'Ti,
/ CG • 3,






' CG " ;3,










SAMPLE PRINIDUT OF ,'PILECASH FLOW BY YEAR WITll TAX ADJUSTITEH'P+FO_ LOSS
CAR_YOVEESN_D CAPITAL GAINS
I-" CISH FLdWo -.1509Eo07 ,_107£e06 ,3963E_06 *3EO&Ee06 ,2331E*06







SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF TRIAL RATES OF RETURN ON INVESTMENT AND ASSOCIATED




















5AItI'LI_ :'RINII_ITIIF SI.F_,RY flIIAIICIAI. AN._.YSI_ STATISTICS (t'ag,T 11
lEAk AHNUIL XNV6sIqENT 3PEIA/ING OEPIECXiiiON £AIflXNG BEFORE [KTEREST
_EvE_u£ iNiTiAL PRiHCiP4L PAt COSt INIllEST 4HI Iii
Ill Ill I11 II1 ill ill ill
1 150000U,00 IOIQIlI,ll 91tll.ll tt!4111_4t t666t0.t1 lllltt.ll 1000C0.00
Z 75_0000.00 0,33 101_13*41 1694_11._ 1069111*11 30Zb_ieiO Z_0_7.87
3 7_00000.00 0.00 ll_Z_9,Ul 0694873._ 1_14611,85 3S9615,81 2_0111._Z
7500000,00 O,g= iZ_bT_.#t bbiqSli,_P IgOqb_Z,SL _LOIL$*B9 Z_81_6._4
5 7500000,00 0o30 IZS_Z,Z? 6b)4b73*4S 2ZPQObS,Z9 4_40J3,.7? 256110,06
b 15000C0,00 0.03 15ZO6b._3 _)487314S 257D_13.89 494S?7,9S 24Z)_4,03
e_. 7 1500000.Q0 g,Q3 1_7_73,11 _9%B73141 ZB_ST_S,B izq#?is4b 21714B,28
_ _ 75000O0,00 0.03 10_000,4b 6694873,4_ 3021Z_,11 6Z95_7,4Z 210420,0?
9 7_00000*00 0,33 ZiZ_)3*_l _69_13,4_ 31968ZS*Z4 6Z95_#,4Z igZOgO.0Z
13 7500000,00 0,3_ ZZZ640,Sb _b_B13,4_ 337ZlS_,ib bigS_To_Z _11180,77
11 7_000QQ.00 0,33 Z443_4._1 ob94873.4_ 3_47803,49 6Zg_/e4Z 149516.7Z
lZ 7_00000,00 0,3g _59395,3_ 6_94873.45 37_3_lZ*_Z 629597,4Z IZSOZb.ZS
13 75000_0.00 0.00 Z95_34,58 _b_4_73._5 3_8_1.15 ' _Zg$_/.kZ _B_b,7S
1_ 1500000.00 0,_0 3_$95_194 _b_873.45 4014410.B1 6Zg59?*4Z _453.Z9
15 7_C0000.00 0.00 15t$6_,8_ 6694871.4_ 4250030,00 6Z9397*42 )_dSb.4B
l_(It$ 11Z_000C_._0 Z00000_.03 30_0_00,3_ LOO4Z)lOi,18 4Z50030.33 liZ6Ot=,ZZ ZlbilQ,Qb
SAXU'LI-"I'KIN;OUT OF SUY_,_J{Y FIN_#_;I^L AttALYS|S STATISTICS (FAR2' 2)
...
yExR _XeN[NG5 INCOM£ _ET NET CA$4 olSCOUt_r OISC0UHTED ,PV
_EF(IR£ IAK TAx £A_L_G$ FLOV FACTOR CA$4 FLOd
ISl {$1 IS) 151 ROI- ,lJ! Ill ($1
1 -61_O.lZ 0.03 -bl_3.1Z "1$9929_.78 1.000). -1_89zg_.70 -1509Z9_.78
Z O. O.00 3.23 _1070_.ZZ .8585 $$bSZ_ebg .-IZ3Z_TO.O_
3 .36€*0S 1_;8._3 1_b19.97 3gbzoS.78 .7_3 zg91zg. Z9 -9333_O°83
• 17E_0_ 8ZZ7_.7Z 89132.03 3Zs_zg._9 .6558 ZZ$30_.3& -717q_S._ --
5 *3TEe0& 171_53.g_ 19_58._8 Z330_E.E_ .56_$ 13Z78_.3_ -_55170.11
b .bZ_tOb Zg_711.0_ 32361_.50 kl|gs_.|_ eq950 5_3_e_7 -52973_.6_
_" 7 .3OEtO& 1_5Z&0.|3 1_73b5.1_ ZbS_|.0g e_301 11_16Z.31 -_573.33OO
0 .;ZEeOb 201Z0_.1_ Z17971.5; Z09503._7 .3737 76381.Z§ -3_Tzgz.05
9 _4_£*0_ 213G35.77 2ZT_39.S3 Z3ObSO._ .3Z45 6$1_.Jl -2721_1.1T
10 ._bEtOb Z!qlSt.Qg Z3SOb_.b_ 19_g_).Z3 .ZOZ) 5365T.85 -ZigZag.g1
11 ._8_*06 Z30_3d,7_ Zt)bt_.91 190ZbS.tO .ZtS} t_l/)*tg -17tllb.tt
12 ,'50E*Ob Z_Zlgk,lb Z_Z371,O[ ISBSII,05 *ZlZ) 3$07Seb_ "130Z_O,Tb
13 .53t*_b 155L_5.1Z _1_05.55 155_0oJg .1_5) 20777.31 -l_g_b3ok$
lq ,_bt-Ob 2593_9.15 Z91T9_.g5 1_1355.33 ;1607 ZZTIb,LT -867_7o20
15 ,_9_tOb _0499_,65 8331_5,Z9 650709,57 ,139b 93_1,b2 _10_,3_







. purchase loan, operating _ost, depreciation, earnings nefore intere
and taxes (excluding capital gains), interest payment on the purcha
loan, e_znlngs before income taxes (excluding capital gains), inco_
.._• (including capital gains _ax), net earnings (including capit_l gain
....."' taxes),net cash flow, discount factor for the computed rate of re_
/_° discounted cash flow and cumulative sum of discounted cash flow (_
In addition, the totals for many of these quantities are provided.
The remainder of printed output of the Air Carrier Modules co_














i! V SAMPLE PROBLC!
The so_ple outputs which were presented for illustration purposesIn Sectior_ Ii, III, and IV wer generated from a scruplerun of the ABC-ART
iiI models. In this Section, the Job setup, input data, and computer resources
'!_ for the sample problem are described. This description should prove valuable
in preparing Job control language for a run and preparing an input file. The
[_:.I A. Job Setup
iiii CDC7600£nbatchmodeusingtheSCOPE2.l.3opezatlngsyste=. TheABC-ARTmodels are exercised in Pao distinct Job steps. The Fleet Accounting .Module
iI : and Airfram__nufacturez_du?.esare run in the firstJob step. The Alr
{_ii_ CarrierModuleis thenrun in thesecondJob step.
i
Assuming that the FORTraN source code for €he Fleet Accounting and
atlrframeManufa&_urer Mmdules (as showr,in Appendices C and D) reside in a
!ii direct-aeelssdiskfi!enamedFILEI,=ha=theobjectcodefor the ZETA
plotter resides on a dlrect-access disk file t:o_ed_.PLOT, and that the
input data is )n a card file (usln_ 029 ASCII punch),the Job setup on the












ii DISPOSE, L_PEII, *PR.71819card
i:! Card inrat data
.ill 6171819cardThe 718/9cardconsistsof a 718/9punchin columnoue;the617/8/9card
consistsof _ 6/7/8/9punch in colu_ I.
The card input data is asaumed to he read from logical unit 5 and the
printer output is provided on logical unit 6. Logical ,:nits9 and ii pro-
vide temporarydiskstorageforoutputgeneratedby the FleetAccounting
Mo([alethatis to be plotted. Logicalunits9 znd ii areusedby subroutines
PLOTTERand PLOTS&L,respectively,in plotting _sults.
iiiI Assumingthatthe FORTRANsourcecodefor theAir CarrierModule(as
[i_ shownin AppendixE) resideson a direct-accessdiskfilenamedFILE2and
thatthe inputdatais on a cardfile(using029 ASCIIpunch),the Job










The cardinputdatais assu=edtobe readfromlogicalunit5 and the
printedoutpu_is providedon logicalunit6.
190
-!i" B. Input Datal The card Input data for the Fleet Accounting and Airframe Ranufacturer
_dules are prepared in accordancewith the specificationsprovided in
Sections II.C and III.C, respectively. As indicated previously, the input
data for the Airframe Manufacturer Module precedes that for the Fleet
Accounting H)dule in the input stream. Table 40 provides a listing of the
.... card input data file for the sample run of these modules. Note that several
end-of-file cards (which consist of a 7/8/9 punch in column one) are embedded
in the data file.
The card input data for the Air Carrier Module is prepared using the
format described in Section IV.C. Table 41 provides a listing of the card
input data for the sample run of the Air Carrier l_dule.
C. Computer Resources
"_ Hardware requirements to utilize the ABC-ART software include a card
i_I reader, printer, disk storage, andaZETA plotter. The software is currently
i prograr=ed for use on the CDC 7600 computer system. The program makes useof both Small core memory and large core memory on the CDC 7600 system.
The Job stepto run the FleetAccountingand Airfra,ae!t_nufacturer
o.
i to execute. The Air.Carrier Module requires 154K octal words of small core
Modulesrequires132KoctalWordsof smallcorememoryand no largecore
memory. The sample problem took 5 CPU seconds to compile and 17 CPU seconds
I memory and 144K octal words of large core memory to run. The sample problem
took 3 CPU seconds to cc:npileand 1 LPU second to execute.
Table 40
LISTl:iG OF CARD INPUT DATA FOR SI...'\PU: RIm OF TIrE FLEtT I.ccou:l"rn:c 1..\1)
AlP-FRAME 1"-'lmrJ.cTUn.ER ~IJUIJ:S
'1''';4'1 = l~flS.. 'iE II Ib<;S7(l.. FEE II U.I/O. ',vHF 1187~., IAlnpL,IIJ,
AI-" II '. ,'f,. !!:,.rrs II c. CHI II t 71., E~ II 2.. r II .. 2420 ••
At'J/,;S :: C:"""I) ••$£r-t.>
Z7.ZllLl.l "
SI~PuT 1
EI~II~. (), ,.,~~t<..". ~,
r... se"o ••
_~C5~2~~~.. "A~~n=3~q~., ~~0Dv:r3hJZO.,
"E.LC':'nzl.~I.,..... F<." .. b I t;I •• *£"lAC;C-128l'., "EI\jGSvZIJ!1 I) ..
• FlJSY<:=O...·.9 loFI'T'JT=4bf.3;,., "GROSS=2bQIOO •• "'''YCAn ..3770 ••
-1111::'T= .. 7 ,.. ~LG"1~511." d·/lClLII1129\1.. "'~A(;I,;(J"1'J37v.. "POwE,h:t060.,
~~I~G·"J1JU.. ~~AYL.~~73U.,
ItI1Ar.. l., II I "''' • .. • ,\ ~IJ TIC .. 5 tJ'J • " • .. II" I ONc21 2 u. :> , "iRE II 5 uf,c;9li • 0 ,'~NL'
SlNPUT I
t.r~=z.lI. r."I,,".". n.T:450,,0.,
WACSB2~~u., ~AE~0=3B~~" wOOOY a 3bJZO.,·ELCAna2~~~., WEPpcijl~u., .E~4CC.12alJ., .E~GS.2011C.,
wFUSYr;=t·;" ., "F'.I,I; r=."';J~., .(,~t>~Sar.b910t'.t "f'lYCAOcJT71~.,.IN~T~~7., ~L~.I~S7~., .. ~ACEL.l1~9~., .~ACCuul~3/0.. .~~~E~~~06n.,
""'Tr.h=.)7:;,.;., ..F'AYL=4~7J\l••
• HAN~I .11~.~, .~~TIC.&Oo.n, wAVIONaZllU.u. -tNEv5~6990.0,SEt-ICJ
SlNPlJT2
AUt=ti.1t ~UC.('TUI'.I, "'C;EPI=:;.~, C"'AC~D2.7, CFAEttOaO.6S, CFOO IJ Va O.7:.,CF~LCP'O.8U. CFEMPal.~, CFE~ACan.4U'C~HYC['·... :JS, CF"IPotSr a O.70, CFL~DO.7u. C'P~CC=J.l0t C"PO~a::3.2.CF"'INt,:~.9. ~O~FIG.l.~, CTJI=l.n, E~SPtO~C.41 t~SPAQa••O.
FAC1=0.0, r~~~n.~O' ~rnla::~.llJ' f~S~ARau.Z. GTSP~~.~.10, IC~4FG~6.IUArAD1, I~U-tR=7., IPHOO=l,
ICPS.O, ~IC~t.'u:l. 'JC .. rAs:~, ,'.FI/=5.:" ~~=l.
NUE'~tilD5"",,,, NOVl<S:lv. "S, :'iO'I'H5!=I ••.,.
r4 \I D tl tl 'f • ~ , ..v ~ ":r 1 • u,S. (; , III '" • I) • J ... 0 • II , 6 ~ 0 .....
PUTJlllr../v. ~ATF.:rl!>. ~Ea17.:, RTaIS.? TOu~C~I.O.
AF45SY .~.~~, ~N~4aU.26.
L,E'H~NP:ZI'n.lll. LF.:~"'N.AI.tl~. L£AwNAIf&l.~!:l,
CFFUSv •.,. II •
~E"'D




b.1: tI.o b.u b .Il 6.0
6.U b.O b.O 6.0 b.ll
o. (, b.\; 6.0 b.U b.O
b.(, b.O b.U tI.u tI.u
.~" .55 .:;~ .~~ .~!j
.S~ .55 • !:IS
.!.i!:l .':I~
.55 .55 .55 .5~ .:>~
.=5 .55 .55 .5~ .':15
Sl~PUT2
AUtIlQ." ..,ie-OT.".,. olGEPlar..h crAC5112.7. Ct-"~~~O=O.b5, CfnDU'l'.('l~7oJ.
C.ffLt:ODU.tiU. CFEHPa l.9, CFf.'·IlCBU.4U'
CFHYCO.~.~5. crrNSr=C.70. CfLUc O.70, CfP£CC-J.LO. CF~Ow~).2.
rF~I~G=c.Q. LO~FJG.I.O. CTJI~I.0, E~SPACDO.4, ~~SPA~•••O.
~ACl·".U. t~~Mr.o~. FT~I~~.l~. F~S~Akao.i. GTSPaR=n.lO. lC~~FG=6t
IUATAD,. lrUAt~:2. IPHO~&l.
IOP~=~. ~Cric.~e~. ~OATAD5. ~FVu~.U. NGul.
NUE~Gl~5J~.~. ~OY~SIl~.75. NOYHSID1.~.
Nl/atlb7.0. ..v"'''':Zl.r"S.~t1Ou.O.31'O.U.b"O .0,





~£Uu(.l:'l' t,t.c.Ior,V ~flOP-FAN (1 "7-7tl? I
A~' • ~.~~. lr~bS = 2, ~h. 171.. E~. 2., T = 42-20 ••
"'Er•.;~ : ,,-J"r ••
SEND
ZlUZL.LLll.
EtIlO OF f- TLr
7. I.
7. 1.












:L__ ._- ~,':.... --.. ... _.~.
-.-, • 10, ... _00<,,-, .~~ ..... _ '_;":'._"'__ ~_""'''''''.'......
~9.7
."157 ;'11. ~b .. \J. 16.






































Ef.lO 0'- F TL~.
1
ENO OF f TL>"
Tllbllt 40 (Concluded)
f, ." 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.01).1i b.~ b.O . b.O 6.0~.r- b " b.O b.O b.O
."6.v ".r 6.0 n.ll 6.U
.!l5 .~~ .55 .5~ .ss.S~ .1;5
.55 .~5 .~S
.55
.55 .55 .ss .5~
.55 .~~ .55 .55
.55
13",~ .:?5Z3 4(1A. c509.0 16.
6.11 ~. (. !l.O O.U U.
.....
'. ". o. n.
". :I. O. O. 0.u. a. u. CI. O.1itit.3 • J~S9 404. 3102. lb.c;.: 7.~ 7.S 7.S 8.42J.S .. (I • O. C.~.!.. t" • J • O.
".~. o. o. o. O.1'2.2 .Zl'tll 358. 3079. lb.
~. , SO. 7~.4 77.7..52.4 24.-t 13.3 ~ 1.8 55.0
1'. .. LI. II. II.'"l'.• Il. U. II. Il.
171. • 114 35M • 3~79. lb.171.

















LISTING OF CAIm Il,PUT Df.TA FOr. SMTLE lum C;? THE AlIt CfJ'.Rl£R l~l)1JLE
f.M!trAlJ(
U.3~7Y•• ~L~b•• ~~L'~'
S~.~7~•• I'~v •• 17?& •• ~70~•• ~.~.J.o.o.o.o.o.o.u.o.u.u.o.0.0.




H.J~O~',. ~~SIIl17b •• ~C~~47~c•• CLS-400.' C~~~5.2•• UE~~g3CU•• G~Ta.16.
AMr-.I", .1,~'?b91·jl.• , Fh:J1Zl10.' IHe57S •• F2clt;DQC ... IJZul11SC, ••
VA=I~7noo~~., Vr=I76~~CL•••E~el~~SOO., "E~Dl~o3~•• To37~oo•• ~~CPE.a(.
hriE,,"l;'.sZ. "',,50:: 1\ TD I 71, ""L ,..,,:. \, "ue:; TAuIlO,
5("'0
O~"IJO F ... ~ •
SNfJi-I',.f
H-JOOOtl., !'loS.. -37" ... , kC'.-11S0.' CLSn400 •• C.HSaS"c .. (lESS=3tl(l •• G~Ta.lb.




FLFe.J7"~~'o~'~"~"~"?"l•• ~ •• O•• 0•• O•• O.,O.,~•• U., C.'
CLFa.b6,.~•• ~7.~•• ~ •• v•• O•• I •• O.'~"O•• O.'O •• O•• O•• C•• ~ ••
0IS=S:~••• I~~,.17?~•• ~ •• L•• ~ •• ~ •• Q•• O•• O•• U•• ~ •• O•• ~ •• 0•• 0•• 0••
C~ftl.~l."~l,l,C\.r•• v•• ~ •• ~.,~ •• U•• O•• O•• ~ •• v•• O•• O•• O•• ~ ••




AlS=2!.' .1'" t :-Tt.~·.1 .7. C~,rE_IlI.~,
St.NI1
'FoOC









Alll"c.~I' •. 11;=9Q.:b. All' ....119.:.b. dA!,;e3i1 •• H' .....l' kT~••4.
SEf\I\.I
!~t:s






AtlHait•• l'? .. !"i:::' ,"17. toI,' =.ClI72'1. "I2=15:'.~~,
£F.r.u
!oulr~Ar':1
AI21=.~~ .. ~f. ~ll::]~/.l~. Al~=I~~.Z~, Al~.Z4.1~.
'E"l'ENe OF FTI.~·
195
[7: ,~ .; - ,,', -,·'C-,'··, "."'.'.'.:y:',. :
.' .. ' : .-",'
. . .
-' ' ,"
.--"...............~~:-.~~~~.:~.•:...;fl, J:-d ~~~'--'" i""t
DO NOT REMOVE SLIP FROM MATERIAL
Delete your name from this slip when returning material
to the library.
NAME DATE MS
/J /'/ / • /J"t. ~ Q r-/
r- ~ ~}r~'J-'?? tiL (/// ( I '-" oJ)&?
I
NASA Langley (Rev. Dec. 1991) RIAD N-75
